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Practice-Web Dental
(800) 845-9379

Fax: (916) 987-7551

info@practice-web.com

Getting Started
Setting Up Practice-Web Dental for the First Time
After the installation of Practice-Web Dental, there are certain things that need to be set up
before you can start adding patients. All set up activities are done from the Main Menu.
Going down the list, here are the minimal changes you will need to make:
Step 1: Practice Schedule: Set the time that your office opens, takes lunch, and closes
each day.
Step 2: Providers: Enter the name of each provider and some information about each one.
Step 3: Practice: Enter the name and address of your practice.
Step 4: Procedure Codes | Edit Codes: Edit each code that you use in order to set the
fee. You may move the procedures from ‘Never Used’ category to desired category. You
may also want to add notes to each code that will be copied to the patients' charts later.
If you have time, it is helpful to go through the rest of the setup sections but it is not
essential. After you have completed the above 4 steps, you will be ready to start adding
patients and scheduling appointments.

Step 1 - Practice Schedule
Setup and manage all Provider and Employee schedules as follows. It replaces the concept
of "default" schedules. Instead, use the copy/paste/repeat features to quickly fill the actual
schedule. This is very powerful and allows any kind of rotating or alternating schedule by
provider, by day of the week and for a specific day of the year.

Set Up Practice Times



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Setup".
A drop-down menu will open.




Click on "SCHEDULES".
The Schedule dialog will appear.
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Double-click on the desired time block.
The following dialog will appear.




First select one or more providers (or employees).
Click on the "Add" button, the following dialog will appear.
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In the "Start Time" field, type in the time that your practice opens
In the "Stop Time" field, type in the time that the lunch break is to start.
Click the "OK" button.
Click on the "Add" button again, the following dialog will open.






In the "Start Time" field, type in the time that your lunch break ends.
In the "Stop Time" field, type in the time that your practice closes.
Click on the "OK" button.
Once the times have been entered for the selected providers for the selected day,
the dialog should look as follows.
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Repeat this process for each day of the calendar year that the practice is open or the copy
and paste method may be used (this is much faster and easier way to setup the office
hours).

Copy & Paste
This is the key to the way schedule setup works. You set up one day the way you like it,
and then you copy that day to other days. This is a two-step process. First copy then
paste. There is a clipboard, which is similar in concept to the clipboard used in many other
types of programs like word processors. Even though you can only select a single date, you
can then copy either a day or a week to the clipboard. Once you have a date or date range
on the clipboard, then you can move on to the second step of pasting that date onto other
dates.
In the Paste box, you can either paste once, or paste repeatedly. Before pasting, select the
new date in the main grid that you want to paste to. You can change the number in the
repeat box to be fairly large. For example, you could paste 365 days, or you could paste 52
weeks. If you want to clear out multiple weeks, you do not have to repeatedly click the
Clear Week button. You can instead go to a blank week, click Copy Week. Select a different
date and perform a Repeat 20. That would clear out 20 weeks as long as the Replace
Existing box was checked. If you do not check the Replace Existing box when pasting, then
whatever you paste will be added to the existing schedule and will not cause any existing
schedule items to be deleted.
As an example, if you have a schedule that alternates weekly, then you might first set up
one week the way you like it. Copy that week and paste it using Repeat 16 to fill
approximately 4 months. Then take one of those weeks and alter it to represent the
alternate schedule. Copy that week to the clipboard. Then paste single copies of it one at a
time to each of the 8 alternating weeks. This might take about 20 seconds.
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Example:


Click on a day that is already setup then click on the "Copy Day" button.




Make sure that a check mark is in "Replace Existing".
In the # field enter the number of days you want to repeat the schedule, for
example 365 days.
Click on the Repeat button. When done the dialog should look as follows.
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Step 2 - Provider Information
Enter all the provider's names and their information in this section. Once a provider has
been entered they can never be deleted. However, if they are no longer affiliated with the
practice, they can be hidden.



In the upper left area of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "List".
A drop-down menu will open.
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Click on "Providers", the following dialog will open.



Click on the "ADD" Button, the following dialog will appear.
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Starting in the "Abbreviation" field (upper left) enter an abbreviation for the
provider. There is a five-letter limit for the abbreviation. It can be a shorten version
of the doctor's name or a generic abbreviation, for example: Dr1 or Hyg2. These
abbreviations may be changed at any time.
In the "Last Name" field, enter the provider's last name.
In the "First Name" Field, enter the provider's first name.
In the "MI" field, enter the provider's middle initial.
In the "Suffix" field, enter DDS or DMD
In the "SSN or TIN", select either SSN or TIN and then enter the provider's SSN or
TIN number without dashes.
In the "State License Number" field, enter the provider's state license number.
In the "DEA Number" field, enter the provider's DEA number.
In the "Medicaid ID" field, enter the provider's Medicaid ID, if applicable.
In the "National Provider ID" field, enter the provider's National ID number.
If the provider is a Hygienist, then place a check mark in the "Secondary Provider"
box, if not, then leave blank.
In the "Fee Schedule" field, select a fee schedule that will be assigned to the
provider.
In the "Specialty" field, select the type that the provider is.

Assigning color to the provider (this color will be used in the appointment scheduler)





In the "Edit Provider" dialog, left click on the "Appointment Color" box.
Select a color for the provider from the color palette and click on the "OK" button
within the color palette.
Click on the "OK" button in the "Edit Provider" dialog.
Repeat these steps for every provider in the office.
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Step 3 - Practice Information


In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Setup" to open a dropdown menu.



Click on "Practice", the following dialog will appear.



In the "Dentist name or Practice Title" field, enter the doctors name or name of
practice.
In the "Address" field, enter the address, city, state, zip code, and phone number for
the practice.
In "Billing Address" If the practice wants the Insurance checks to go to an address
other then the main office address then place a check mark in "Use on Claim" then
enter the address, city, State, and Zip Code where you want the insurance check to
be mailed to.
In the "Bank Deposit Acct Number" field, enter the bank account number for the
deposits. This account number is used on the daily deposit slips.
In the "Default Provider" field, select the provider that will be the default provider for
new patients.
In the "Default Billing Type", select the billing type that new patients will be assigned
to. Typically, this would be "Standard Account".
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In the "Default Proc Place Service" highlight the desired place of service. Typically,
this would be "Office".
In the "Default Insurance Billing Dentist", make the desired selection.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Step 4 - Enter Procedure fees
This is where you will edit procedure codes and enter the fees by fee schedule. During the
setup, the minimum that should be done is to enter the fees for the most commonly used
procedures.



In the upper left side of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "List".
A drop-down menu will open.



From the drop-down list, click on "Procedure Codes", following dialog opens.



Click on the Fee Schedule (top right) is to be entered. Multiple fee schedules can be
entered by selecting two more fee schedules from the lower right dropdown list.
Double-click on the Fee (right column). Enter directly in the column grid.
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The "Edit Fee" dialog will open for last two columns.






Enter the fee for the procedure for the selected fee schedule.
Click "OK" button in "Edit Fee". Repeat for all desired fees.
Click on the next fee schedule, enter fee and click OK.
When you are finished entering the fees for most commonly used code, click the
"CLOSE" button.

System Settings and Tools
Printer Setup
For most computers, you can leave everything default. But for some of the heavily used
computers, you may wish to have a little more control over where things get printed. If the
prompt box is checked for an item, then every time you print, the dialog will come up
asking you where to print and giving you more options. If you leave the box unchecked,
then it will directly print.



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "File".
A drop-down menu will open.

<- Select Graphics to activate hardware
acceleration for clinical chart.
<- Choose Database to switch to another
database or enter a server name.

Most users will never need to change the settings in this window. These are only used when
the 3D tooth chart is not working properly depending on your PC video card. You can switch
to the simple tooth chart if you are using a remote connection, such as Microsoft Terminal
Services, GoToMyPC, etc. The simple tooth chart will eliminate all slowness issues over the
remote connection. But the tooth chart will not look as nice. Instead of 3D graphics, it will
use simpler 2D graphics. The settings are specific only to the computer where you are
working. This allows you to set different graphics preferences for each computer.
DirectX: This is the latest Microsoft technology. It is recommended for Graphical Perio
chart. Refer to pop-up help for Direct-x troubleshooting or call support.
OpenGL: This is the 3D technology that we used in the past. It works well, but the
Graphical Perio chart will not be available.
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Changing to 2-D:


Click on "File" menu (upper left) then click

on ‘Graphics’.

Click on "Use Simple Tooth Chart", then the "OK" button.

Other Options




Hardware Acceleration: Use this if you have a graphics card. If instead, you have
a graphics controller that is integrated into the motherboard, you might not use this
option. In practice, it works best to simply try it both ways to see which gives you
the best result.
Double Buffering: The redraw of the graphics is hidden in a second buffer. This
eliminates flicker.

Explanation of terminology





Windowed: Can be drawn on the screen. There are some graphics formats that
cannot be drawn to the screen.
Palette: Instead of millions of colors, there is just a small palette of colors available.
Depth bits: This is how the coordinates on the Z axis are stored. If there are not
enough depth bits available, overlapping doesn't work properly.
Color bits: The more the better.

Printer Setup


Click on "File" menu (upper left) then click on "Printer", the Printer Setup dialog will
appear.
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To print everything from the Windows Default printer leave all categories set as
Default.
To assign different printers for each print category, click on the down arrow button in
the selected category and select the printer to be used.

Operatories
Any number of operatories can be created or hidden. However, they cannot be deleted.
Each operatory can be assigned to a Clinic, Dentist (Provider), and Hygienist (Provider). So,
any Appointment that is placed in this operatory will automatically be assigned to use the
same Clinic, Dentist and Hygienist. This is done by carrying those three fields as well as the
"Is Hygiene" indicator onto the appointment, which has the same four fields. You can then
change the appointment if needed. The header above the operatory in the Appointments
module will show the same color as the color set for the Dentist or Hygienist.
Edit Operatories



From the main Practice-Web Dental dialog, click on "Setup".
From the drop down, menu go to “Appointments” and click on "Operatories", the
following dialog will open.
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Double-click on the operatory to be edited, and the following dialog will open.

Add Operatories







From within the "Operatories" dialog, click on the "Add" button.
Enter the Operatory name.
Enter an abbreviation.
If desired, assign a provider (click on down arrow and select).
If desired, assign a hygienist (click on the down arrow and select).
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Appointment View Setup
Practice-Web Dental has support for unlimited operatories and unlimited providers. Although
you can only view about 6 or 7 operatories at one time due to space limitations, you can set
up different views. Each view can have any combination of operatories and providers and will
not display the others. So, you can have one view for your hygiene rooms, one view for each
doctor, or any number of desired combinations. To switch between the different views, use
one of the twelve function keys at the top of your keyboard or from within the Appointment
module, select a view from the drop-down list on the right-hand side below the calendar and
pin board.
Appointment Views has many more options to show data items on an
Appointment in the main screen of the Appointments module. Added fields include phone
numbers, fees, medical notes, chart numbers, and many others. You can customize the order
and color of each item. Instead of the previous 10 min. increments, you now also have the
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option of 15 min. increments. An additional option is to use multiple rows per increment,
which is helpful if you want to see more data on each appointment. If you have any views set
up, the first view is now used upon startup. Add a View and the order in which to view the
information, e.g. Patient Last Name, First Name, Medical Alert, Work Phone, Home Phone,
Note, Procs, etc.

Create Appointment View


In the main Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Setup". A drop-down menu will
open.



Click on "Appointment Views", the following dialog will open.



Click on the "ADD" button. The following dialog will open.
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In the "Description" field, type the name of the new view.
From the "View Operatories" list, select the operatory or hold the Ctrl key down and
click on multiple operatories that are to be linked to this new view.
From the "View Providers" list, select the provider or hold the Ctrl key down and click
on multiple providers that are to be linked to this new view.
To add items to the “Rows Displayed”, click on the desired item from the “Available
Rows” list and click on the left arrow button, repeat this action until all desired items
are in the “Rows Displayed” list.
If desired, the number of rows that are displayed per time unit can be changed in the
“Rows Per Time Increment” field (please note, that if these rows are increased then
the scroll bar will need to be used in order to view all appointments in the
Appointment Scheduler).
Each item in the “Rows Displayed” list can have its own color, to assign a color to an
item, double left click on the desired item and select the desired color then click on
the “OK” button.
When finished, click on the "OK" button from within the “Appointment View Edit”
dialog.

10 or 15 Minutes Appointment Time Increments
The Appointment Scheduler can display 10 or 15 time increments.

Setup Appointment Time Increments


In the main PW Dental screen, click on "Setup". A drop-down menu will open.
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Click on "Appointment Views", the following dialog will open.




In the upper right click on “10 Min” or “15 Min”.
Click on the “OK” button.

Edit Existing Appointment Views





From the "Appointment View" list, double left click on the selected view.
The Appointment View Edit dialog will open.
Make the desired changes.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Appointment Setup
Refer to Step 1 on page 3 to setup Appointment schedules. It allows to skip the days office
is closed. Following describes adding blockout times and to edit existing blockouts. PracticeWeb Dental will not let you schedule a block that would overlap another block.

Add Blockouts or block of time
Blocks of time may be added only where existing blocks of time do not already
exist.


Go to the appointment scheduler and right-click on the area to be blocked out for
any reason including reserved for certain procedure category. Make sure to enter
some blockout types in definitions.
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Select ‘Add blockout’ to add a block for a selected day or days of a week.
Select ‘Blockout Cut-copy-Paste’ to create blockouts for selected days of every
week. Caution: Once blockouts are entered for several weeks, the blockouts can
only be deleted one at a time.



After adding blockouts for a week, click on ‘Copy Week’. Enter number of repeats
e.g. 52 weeks for a year or 104 for two years. Then click on Repeat.

Delete Block of Time



Right-click on the blockout and Click on the ‘Delete’.
Repeat the above step for every blockout to be deleted.
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PromptCalls (Automated Appointment Reminders)
PromptCalls is a low cost monthly subscription-based service developed and offered by
Practice-Web Inc. It is an automated appointment reminder system that will make calls, send
e-mails and text messages to the patients to remind them of their upcoming dental
appointments as well as send birthday wishes. PromptCalls will also automatically update the
patient appointment with the status of the response from the patient and make an entry in
the Communication Log in the account module. PromptCalls gives the dental office total
control as to when the messages are sent and what type of message is sent. PromptCalls also
allows the dental office to create a call list that can be sent instantly at any time including ondemand text messages and bulk recall calls.
To take advantage of this time saving service, please call 1-800-845-9379 to sign-up for a
PromptCalls account and we will activate the PromptCalls module already present in your
Practice-Web Dental program. If you would like to try it out before you subscribe, a 15-day
free trial is available. The automated email reminder service is free with annual support.

Tools



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on TOOLS.
A drop-down menu will open.

Print Screen Tool allows printing a screen within the application. Aging, Finance charges,
and Billing are described in later sections.

Definitions
Working with the definition lists is quite easy. Once an item has been added to a Definition
Category, it may never be deleted because of referential integrity. Instead, the item is
moved to the bottom of the list and the hide option is checked. It will no longer show as an
option on any lists. Depending on the definition, it can still display properly where it was
previously used. The order of the items in the list has nothing to do with their function. You
can freely move them up and down with no worries about corrupting data, which depends
on these definitions. If there is an item you no longer wish to have on one of the lists, you
can hide it from the users without having to delete it, thus ensuring the integrity of all
data.
For most definitions, if you change the names or abbreviations of items on the list, those
items will be changed wherever that definition was used. For instance, you would not want
to change the names of fee schedules, which were tied to insurance plans unless you really
want that fee schedule to have a different name. On the other hand, some lists are very
simple, such as Medical notes and Service notes. Those two are just lists of commonly used
words for the medical and service notes areas such as 'allergies', 'medications', 'blood
pressure', etc. When these are used in the program, the text is just copied into the patient
chart so you don't have to type as much. Therefore, changing items in those categories
does not affect any patient records at all. Since each category is a little different, there is an
area below the list that displays guidelines specific to each category.
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User created Definitions



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on Setup Menu.
A drop-down menu will open.





Click on "Definitions" and the Definitions dialog will appear.
This is where all the user-defined lists are setup.
To add or edit an item within a Definition Category, click on a category from the list
on the left.
The Items within the selected category will appear on the right.



At the bottom, under "Edit Item" of the selected category there will be a Guideline
section containing important information about the selected category.
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To edit an item, double left click on the selected item, the "Edit Definition" dialog will
appear.




Make the desired changes and click on the "OK" button.
Depending on which category you are editing, you may have slightly different
options available. If Color is one of your options, you can single click on the colored
block to bring up the Color dialog:
Click on the desired color and click on the "OK" button.



Definition Descriptions
Definitions control background, text, and notification colors; list and type options; and
categories used throughout Open Dental. Below is an explanation of each definition and what
it controls.
Category

What it Controls

Account Colors Text color of different entry types in the Patient.
- Default: Text color when line item is not one of the entry types below.
- Adjustment, Discount, and Payment
- Insurance: Claims with a status of "waiting to send" or "sent"
- Comm
- PayPlan
- Insurance Payment: Insurance Payments that have been "received".
- Received Ins Claim: Claims with a status of "received".
- Received Pre-Auth: Preauthorization with a status of "received".
Adj Types

The options that show as Additions and Subtractions on
the Adjustment window. You can only define + or- when you add a
type. Not allowed to edit a definition +/ - because changes affect all
patient accounts.
+ Increases patient balance/added as Additions option.
- Decreases patient balance/added as Subtractions option.

Appointment
Colors

Colors used in the Appointments schedule.
- Background colors that indicate practice open/closed times, when an
appointment is complete, holidays
- The background color of Completed appointments. (Appointment
colors are determined by Provider)
- Patient Note

Appt Confirmed The Confirmed status options available for appointments and associated
notification colors. Color determines the color of the circle that shows
in Appointments when an Appointment View is set to show Confirmed
Color.
Apt Procs
Quick Add

The procedure combinations listed in the Quick Add list on the Edit
Appointment window. Enter a custom name, then enter the procedure
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codes to group together, separated by commas with no spaces (e.g.
D0150,D0274,D0330) The procedure codes cannot require a tooth
number. These combinations can be freely edited without affecting any
patient records.
Billing Types

The billing types available as Billing Options. We recommend using as few
billing types as possible. Types are useful when running reports to
separate delinquent accounts but can cause 'forgotten accounts' if used
without good office procedures. To create a billing type that is e-mailed,
enter “E” in the Email Bill field. Then, when you send statements from
the Billing List, accounts with this billing type will be automatically emailed. Changes affect all patients.

Blockout Types The types of Blockouts available, and associated text and background
colors.
Chart Graphic
Colors

Colors used on the Graphical Tooth Chart. Procedure status colors
appear as choices on the Chart module, Draw tab.
- Treatment Planned, Complete, Existing Curr Prov, Existing Other Prov,
and Referred Out refer to procedure status. Colors selected for these
options (and 'light') will also show as default choices on the Chart - Draw
tab.
- Main Background: Background color of the tooth chart.
- Text: Color of tooth number text
- Highlighted: Color of tooth number text when tooth is selected.
- Highlighted Background: Background color of tooth number when tooth
is selected.
- Background on TPs: Tooth chart background on signed and printed
Treatment Plans.
- Text on TPs: Tooth number text color on signed and printed Treatment
Plans.
- Condition (light): Color used to chart conditions. See Enter Treatment.

Claim Custom
Tracking

Custom claim tracking options that appear under the Misc tab on the Edit
Claim screen. Some offices may set up claim tracking statuses such as
'review', 'hold', etc.

Commlog
Types

Type options on the Commlog screen. Changes affect all current
commlog entries.
In the second column you can optionally set the default commlog type
for certain situations. Assign one default per type. Of more than one
default is set, the program will default to the matching item that is
closest to the top of the list.
APPT: The default commlog type when Comm is clicked on the Edit
Appointment window. This type will also be highlighted yellow in the
Communications Log area, making it easy to see appointment commlogs
at a glance.
FIN: not used in the program.
RECALL: The default commlog type when commlog entries are entered
from the Recall List.
MISC: The default commlog type when commlog entries are entered via
the main Toolbar.

Contact
Categories

Category options for Contacts. Changes affect all current contact
records. The category at the top of the list is the default.
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Diagnosis

Diagnosis options available when entering a Procedure or Entering
Treatment.
The abbreviation is shown in the progress notes. Move
frequently used options to the top of the list; move lesser used options to
the bottom. BE VERY CAREFUL. Changes affect all patients.

Image
Categories

Categories/folders in the Images module (tree view). If you hide a
category, images in that category will also be hidden, so only hide a
category if you are certain it has never been used. Changes affect all
patient records. The order of categories affects the tab order in
the Chart module.
To access categories in other areas, select a Usage checkbox.
Show in Chart module: The category can be accessed directly
from Chart module lower tabs. Can select multiple categories.
Show in Patient Forms: The category will show on the Pick Sheet
for Patient
Forms.
Patient Pictures, Statements and Graphical Tooth Charts: Select only one
category for each.
- Patient Pictures: Images in this category/folder will show in
the Family module and on the Appointment.
- Statements: When printed, a PDF copy of statements is placed in this
category/folder.
- Graphical Tooth Charts: When the tooth chart is saved in
the Chart module, the image file is placed in this category/folder.

Insurance
Payment Type options available when entering an Insurance Payment. By
Payment Types default, Check and EFT are options. Types marked as "N" will not show
on Deposits. The option at the top of the list is the default.
Letter Merge
Cats

Categories for Letter Merge. You can safely make any changes. The
option at the top of the list is the default.

Misc Colors

- Family Module Coverage: Background color of insurance subscriber
information in the Family module.
- Perio bleeding, suppuration, plaque, calculus: Colors that identify each
item in the Perio chart.
- Chart Module Medical: Background color of medical information in the
Patient Info area of the Chart module.
- Chart Today's Procs: Background color for today's procedures in the
Chart module.
- Commlog Appt Related: Background color of comm log entries on
the Edit Appointment window
- Family Module Referral: Background color of Referred To/Referred
From cells in the Patient Information area of the Family module.

Payment Types Payment Type options when entering a patient Payment. Changes affect
all patients. The option at the top of the list is the default.
Pay Split
Unearned
Types

Options in the Unearned Type dropdown on Edit Payment Split window.
Changes affect all patients.

Proc Button
Categories

Categories used to group Procedure Buttons. The category at the top of
the list is the default.

Proc Code
Categories

Categories used to group Procedure Codes. They do not have to follow
ADA categories. There is no relationship to Insurance Categories. Changes
do not affect any patient records.
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Prog Notes
Colors

Text and background colors for various Progress Notes entry types in
the Chart module.

Prognosis

Prognosis options when entering a Procedure or Entering Treatment in
the Chart module.

Recall/Unsched Status options on the Edit Recall window. Abbreviation must be 7
Status
characters or less. Changes affect all patients.
Supply
Categories

Category options when ordering Supplies. The category at the top of the
list is the default.

Treat' Plan
Priorities

Priority options when entering a Procedure or Entering Treatment, and
priority text color in the Progress Notes. Priority options can be simple
numbers or descriptive abbreviations 7 letters or less. Changes affect all
procedures where the definition is used.

Insurance Categories



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Setup".
A drop-down menu will open.



Click on "Insurance Categories" to bring up the following window.
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These are the insurance coverage categories for the practice. There are two setup functions,
the coverage categories and the coverage span that are performed from here. Each will be
addressed separately.
Eleven new categories have been added to the top of the list and any older categories that
had been setup previously are now moved to the bottom of the list and hidden. Insurance
plans previously entered can continue to use the old categories, while new insurance plans
will use the new categories. You should not alter the new categories unless you fully
understand what you are doing, or you might not be able to use Benefit Info properly.
Coverage Categories
Coverage categories have specific spans of procedure codes attached to them according to
typical insurance groupings. They are used to perform the actual calculations of insurance
coverage for specific procedures.
Edit Coverage Category



To edit a coverage category, double click on the desired Category.
The following dialog will open.
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The description is the name of the category.
The "Default Percentage" is the percentage that will be filled in for new insurance
plans.
To hide the category, check the "Is Hidden" box or move to the bottom of list.
The "Electronic Benefit Category" will be used as Practice-Web Dental moves to realtime electronic benefit communications with insurance companies. It is very
important that when you are done editing your categories that you have only one of
each e-benefit category, as shown in the screenshot at the top of this page. You
cannot have any duplicates, and you cannot have any missing. The General category
should be at the top, because it will be used to keep track of annual maximums for
all patients.
When finished, click OK.

Add Coverage Category


Click on the "ADD" button, upper right.






A blank "Edit Insurance Coverage" dialog will open.
Remember, Categories can never be deleted; however, they can be hidden.
Enter the description of the new category.
Enter the default percentage that the procedure codes within this new category are
covered.
Select an Electronic Benefit Category.
When finished, click on OK.




Coverage Spans
Each coverage category can have unlimited spans of procedure codes attached to it. The
included spans should work for most offices. Adding extra spans does not increase
complexity for the staff. They will still only see the categories you have set up. The spans
simply allow you to put whatever procedures you want into each category. A span can be as
short as a single code. Spans can be deleted using the Delete button. Although this will
affect patient data if the span includes a patient's procedure, it does not corrupt the data.
Note that changes here will affect the treatment plans of multiple patients.
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Edit Coverage Span



Double click on the desired code span in the list (white area under category).
The following dialog will open.



In the "From ADA" field, you can change the ADA code that will be the beginning of
the code span.
In the "To ADA" field, you can change the ADA code that will be the ending to the
code span.
When finished, click on OK.




Add Coverage Span





Highlight the Category that the span is to be added to.
Click on the "Add Span" button. In the "From ADA" field, enter the ADA code that will
be the beginning of the code span.
In the "To ADA" field, enter the ADA code that will be the end to code span.
When finished, click on OK.

Delete Coverage Span



Under Coverage Spans, click on the span that you want to delete.
Click on the "Delete" Button then click on the "OK" button.

Coordination of Benefits (COB)
(COB) are the rules for how insurance pays when a patient has coverage under more than
one plan. There are many different ways to calculate COB, made even more complicated by
various State laws. Sometimes, non-duplication means that the plan will never pay anything
when they are in the secondary position.
Setup COB Defaults


Click on Setup then click on Modules Preferences, the following dialog opens.
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From the TABS at the top, click on the 'Family' tab.
From within the Family Tab, to the right of 'Coordination of Benefits (COB) Rule',
click on the down arrow and select the Default of Basic, Standard, or Carve Out.
When done click on the 'OK' button.

Practice-Web has following different COB options:
BASIC:
Prior to version 12.0, this was the only option.
Secondary pays the lesser of:
1. the amount that it would have paid in the absence of any other coverage.
2. The secondary allowed amount minus what primary paid.
For example, on a $100 procedure, primary might pay $80 (80% of its allowed fee).
If the secondary allowed amount was $110, secondary would pay the lesser of $88 or ($110
- $80), so $30. If the secondary allowed amount was $90, secondary would pay the lesser
of $72 or ($90 - $80), so $10.

Standard:
Secondary pays the lesser of:
1. the amount that it would have paid in the absence of any other coverage.
2. The patient's portion under the primary plan.
For example, on a $100 procedure, primary might pay $80 (80% of its allowed fee).
If the secondary allowed amount was $110, secondary would pay the lesser of $88 or $20,
so $20.
If the secondary allowed amount was $90, secondary would pay the lesser of $72 or $20, so
$20.
Carve Out:
Secondary reduces what they will pay by what primary paid. For example, on a $100
procedure, primary might pay $80 (80% of its allowed fee).
If secondary allowed amount was $110, secondary would pay $88 - $80 = $8.
If secondary allowed amount was $90, secondary would pay $72 - $80 = $0.

Practice Information


In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Setup".
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A drop-down menu will open.



Click on "Practice", the following dialog will appear.



In the "Dentist name or Practice Title" field, enter the doctors name or name of
practice.
In the "Address" field, enter the address, city, state, zip code, and phone number for
the practice.
In "Billing Address" If the practice wants the Insurance checks to go to an address
other than the main office address then place a check mark in "Use on Claim" then
enter the address, city, State, and Zip Code where you want the insurance check to
be mailed to.
In the "Bank Deposit Acct Number" field, enter the bank account number that the
deposits will be made to. This account number is used on the daily deposit slips. If
you do not want the deposit number to appear on the deposit slip, then leave this
field blank.
In the "Default Provider" field, select the provider that will be the default provider for
new patients.
In the "Default Billing Type", select the billing type that new patients will be assigned
to. Typically, this would be "Standard Account".
"Default Insurance Billing Provider" will set the default for the insurance billing
provider, for example: "Default Practice Provider" will make the selected default
provider the Insurance billing provider, the "Treating Provider" will make whoever is
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the treating provider the insurance billing provider, or "Specific Provider" will make
whoever is selected from the drop down list the insurance billing provider.
In the "Default Proc Place Service" highlight the desired place of service. Typically,
this would be "Office".
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Prescription Setup
The Prescription dialog should contain a list of every prescription your practice commonly
uses. The items on the list are only used as templates when writing prescriptions for
patients, so items may be freely deleted or changed without any worry of changing any
patient data. You will also be able to write prescriptions that are not on this list, so the list
does not have to include every possible prescription. You can add, edit, or delete
prescriptions



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Lists".
A drop-down menu will open.



Click on "Prescriptions". The following dialog will open.

Add Prescription
Latest version of Practice-Web allows transmitting prescription electronically to
Pharmacy resulting in high accuracy. It also checks drug interactions (small
Monthly fee applies).
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From the Prescription list dialog, click on the "Add New" button.



The following dialog will open.





In the "Drug" field, enter the name of the prescription.
Check the box if it is controlled substance.
In the "Sig" field, enter the Patient instructions. Example: "Take 1 tab every 4 to 6
hours as needed for pain"
In the "Disp" field, enter the number of tablets to be dispensed.
In the "Refills" field, enter the number times that the patient can refill this
prescription, if there is no refill allowed, and then enter 0.
In the "Notes" field, enter any desired comments.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.






Edit Existing Prescription


From the Prescription List, double left click on the prescription to be edited.





The Prescription dialog will open.
Edit each field as desired.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Delete Existing Prescription


From the Prescription List dialog, single click on the prescription to be deleted.
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Click on the "Delete" button then click on “OK” button.

Provider Information
This is where you enter and/or edit the provider information. Once a provider has been
entered they can never be deleted. However, they can be hidden.
Edit Provider Information



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental Screen, click on "Lists".
A drop-down menu will open.



Click on "Providers", the following dialog will open.



Double-click on the provider's initials to be edited. The following dialog will appear.
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Make the changes as needed.



When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Enter New Provider
















Click on the "Add" button in the Provider dialog.
Starting in the "Abbreviation" field (upper left) enter an abbreviation for the
provider. There is a five-letter limit for the abbreviation. It can be a shorten version
of the doctor's name or a generic abbreviation, for example: Dr1 or Hyg2. These
abbreviations may be changed at any time.
In the "Last Name" field, enter the provider's last name.
In the "First Name" Field, enter the provider's first name.
In the "MI" field, enter the provider's middle initial.
In the "Title" field, enter DDS or DMD
In the "SSN or TIN", select either SSN or TIN and then enter the provider's SSN or
TIN number without dashes.
In the "State License Number" field, enter the provider's state license number.
In the "DEA Number" field, enter the provider's DEA number.
In the "Medicaid ID" field, enter the provider's Medicaid ID, if applicable.
In the "National Provider ID" field, enter the provider's National ID number.
If the provider is a Hygienist, then place a check mark in the "Secondary Provider"
box, if not, then leave blank.
In the "Fee Schedule" field, select a fee schedule that will be assigned to the
provider.
In the "Specialty" field, select the type that the provider is.

Assigning a color to the provider (this color will be used in the appointment scheduler)





In the "Edit Provider" dialog, double-click on the "Appointment Color" box.
Select a color for the provider from the color palette and click on the "OK" button
within the color palette.
Then Click on the "OK" button within the "Edit Provider" dialog.
Repeat these steps for every provider in the office.
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Tx Plan & Billing statements Setup
This is where the default Treatment Plan message is entered. This is the message that
prints on all TX plans. The Billing Statement defaults can also be setup here.


Click on “Setup”, click on “Modules Preferences”, the following dialog will open.



In the “Default Note” field type in the message that is to appear on all the patient’s
printed treatment plans.
Under the “Default Note” field place a check mark in the items that are also to be
printed on the treatment plan. For default account settings, click on the Account tab,
the following dialog will open.








In the “Account" tab, place a check mark in “Show Credit Card info” if you accept
credit cards as a method of payment, else leave blank.
In "Account Numbers Use" select “PatNum” or “ChartNum”. If you are not using your
own chart numbering system, then select "PatNum".
In “Day to Calculate Due Date”, leave blank to show “Due on Receipt” or enter 10 or
15.
If you do not want the insurance balance to be subtracted from the patient balance,
then place a check mark in "Balances Don't Subtract Insurance Estimate".
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Employees
Enter Employee Information



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Lists".
From the drop-down menu, click on "Employees", the Employees dialog will open.



To enter a new employee, click on the "Add" button, the "Employee Edit" dialog will
open.





Enter the employee's last name, first name, and middle initial.
When finished, click on the "OK" button in the lower right of the "Employee Edit" dialog.
When you have entered all the employees, click on the "Close" button in the lower
right of the "Employees" dialog.

Edit Employee Information




From the "Employee’s" dialog, double left click on the employee name.
The "Employee Edit" dialog will open.
Edit the fields as needed, and then click on the "OK" button.

To setup employee security rights, please read the section on Security.
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Security
Every user should log on under his or her name in Practice-Web Dental. The employee should
log off when they leave the workstation. Every user is part of a user group. The permissions
are assigned to the entire group, not to the user unless group has only one user. All users
that are assigned to a work group will have the same permissions. So, if you want one user
to have permissions that are different from everyone else, then you need to set up a user
group just for him or her. A few of the permissions have Date or Day limits. These permissions
are Payment Edit, Adjustment Edit, and Edit Completed Procedures. By setting day or date
limits, you can significantly reduce the amount of freedom that a user has to change historical
data. These limits are based on the date the item was entered, not on the date it shows in
the patient account. This allows you to print daily reports with confidence that nobody can
ever alter them without permission.
Setup Security


If the following dialog does not appear when first starting Practice-Web Dental, then
the password for Admin has not been set yet.

Set Admin Password



From the main Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Setup".
Click on "Security", the following dialog will open.
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Double-click on Admin, the following dialog will appear.







In the upper left, click on "Admin Group".
Click on "Create Password".
In the "New Password" Field, enter the Password for the Admin.
In the "New Password Again" field, Re-enter the Password for the Admin.
Click the "OK" button.
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Setup Security






From the main Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Setup".
Click on "Security", click (upper left) on "Admin Group".
On the right, under "Permissions for Group", place a check mark on the items that the
Admin Group users will have permission to do.
In the upper left, click on "Regular Users"
On the right, under Permissions for Group", place check mark on the items the regular
users will have permission to do.

Add Users to Admin Group








Only Providers and/or office managers should be assigned to the Admin
Group!
In the upper left, click on "Admin Group".
In the lower left, click on the "Add User" button.
Enter the user's name.
Make sure that "Admin Group" is highlighted.
Under "Employee" highlight the employee name.
Click on the "OK" button.

Add Users to Regular User Group







In the upper left of the "Security" dialog, click on "Regular Users".
In the lower left, click on "Add User".
In the "Edit User" dialog, enter the user's name.
Under "Employee" highlight the employee name.
Make sure that "Regular User" is highlighted.
Click on the "OK" button.

Setup User Passwords






From within the "Security" dialog, double left click on the user's name.
Click on "Create Password" button.
In the "New Password" field, enter the user's password.
In the "New Password Again" field, enter the user's Password again.
Click on the "OK" button.

Recall & Confirmation Setup




In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Setup".
A drop-down menu will open.
Click on “Appointments” and then click on "Recall", the following dialog will open.
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“Postcards per sheets” can be 1, 3, or 4.
If desired change Recall List Default View for days past or future.
In "Types to show in recall list". Highlight what is desired, the highlighted types will
show in the Recall list located in the Appointment Module.
Also show in list if # of days since: Each patient will first show up on the list when
they are due for recall. Once a reminder is created, they will disappear from the list
until they are due for their next reminder.
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# of days since Initial Reminder: This number determines when the second
reminder will be triggered.
# of days since Second (or more) Reminder: This determines when the third and
subsequent reminders will be triggered.
Max # Reminders will determine how many reminders the patient gets until they are
removed from the reminder list.
Click the OK button when done.

Patient Recall & Recall Type Setup







In the "Family" module, double click on the recall grid at the upper right.



The following dialog will open.

The "Set Perio" button lets you quickly toggle a prophy patient to a patient or back again.
If the patient is a perio patient, you MUST set them as a perio patient by manually clicking
this button. Just completing a perio procedure is not enough to trigger a perio
recall. "Prophy" and "Perio" are mutually exclusive.
To edit an existing recall, double click the recall type, the following dialog will open.
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The recall can be disabled by placing a check mark in the "Always Disabled" box or by
entering a balance to disable until the account balance is below the set balance or until
after the set date.
Actual Due Date can be changed from within the "Actual Due Date" field.
Recall Interval can be changed under "Recall Interval".
Administrative notes can be entered in the "Administrative Note" field, keep in mind this
note will be deleted every time the recall gets reset.
Add a recall by clicking on the "ADD" button within the "Recall for Patient" dialog.
Select the recall type by clicking on the down arrow button in the "Type" field.
Enter the actual due date in the "Actual Due Date" field.
Set the recall interval under "Recall Interval".
Click the "OK" button when done.

Once you have recall set up for a patient, it will show in the Recall List from within the
Appointment module. From there, you can print postcards, make phone calls, send e-mail,
etc. You can also schedule a recall appointment from the Make Appt button on the right of
the Appointments module.

Recall Type
In the Main Menu click on Setup – Appointments - Recall types. To edit an existing recall type,
double-click on a recall type from the list.
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Procedures that trigger a recall can be removed or added to the "Procedures that
trigger this recall type" field, when one or more of these procedures are set complete
in the patient’s chart module it will generate a recall for that patient based on these
defaults.
The default for the next recall due date can be set under "Default Interval".
The 'When automatically creating appointments" area is for when a recall appointment
is made. The "Time Pattern" is for the length of time the appointment will be made
for. The / represent the assistants time and the X represents the doctors time.
The "Procedures on Appointment" area will display the procedures that will
automatically be assigned to the recall appointment.
To disable a Recall Type, remove the procedures from “Procedures that Trigger a Recall
Type" field.
To add a recall type, click on the "ADD" button from within the "Recall Type" dialog.
In the "Description" field, enter the name of the recall type.
In the "Special Type" field, select the type or leave at "None".
In the "Procedures that trigger this recall type", click on the "ADD" button and select
the procedures that will trigger this recall type.
In the "Default Interval" fields, enter the interval for the recall due date.
In "When automatically creating appointments" enter /'s and X's for the length of time
for the recall appointment.
In the "Procedures on Appointments", click on the "ADD" button and select the
procedures that will assigned to the recall appointment.
Click the "OK" button when done.

Most offices should have one of each "special" types. Prophy and Perio are mutually exclusive
and are considered the primary recall types. The triggers for both of these special types cross
over and act as triggers for both types. The child prophy type does not actually get assigned
to any patients. It is only used to determine what procedures to put on a new appointment
for a child.
Prophy and perio types are special. Every patient will be assigned a prophy recall regardless
of any previous triggers. This is to keep patients from falling through the cracks. There are
a few ways to remove a patient from the recall list. One is to set his/her status to something
other than patient, such as non-patient or inactive. Another way is to manually disable their
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recall. Finally, you could set a start date when viewing the recall list, because these patients
will not have a due date set.
If you are adding a custom recall type such as end follow-up in 6 months, then you will also
need to go to Recall setup and add the new recall type to the list of types at the bottom of
that window. That will trigger your new type to show in the recall list. There is not a lot of
control over these custom recall types. Any patient who has had that trigger will show, so
use this feature lightly for now.

Required Fields
Using Required Fields, you can prompt staff to complete certain fields on the Edit Patient
Information and Add Family windows. You can also set conditions that require fields to be
completed.





In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Setup".
A drop-down menu will open.
Click on "Required Fields".
The Required Fields dialog will appear.

 To add a field, highlight the fields in the "Available Fields" column and use the arrow key
to move them in the "Required Field" column.
 To set conditions, highlight the Field Name under the Required Fields and click on "Add"
under Conditions.
 "Edit Required Field Condition' dialogue will appear
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 Select the Condition Type and add Condition Value, then click "OK" to save the
conditions.
 When a staff enters patient information, required fields are indicated with an asterisk
(*). A message will notify staff of incomplete required fields on OK click. Staff can return
to the window to complete information or proceed without completing information. If
required fields are ignored, an Audit Trail entry is logged.

Setup Sheets (Custom Forms)



Click on Setup Menu.
Click on Sheets.




There is already an internal sheet of each type which can be viewed only.
To edit an existing Sheet, you must create a copy of an existing sheet by highlighting
an existing internal sheet then click on the 'Copy ' button or by creating a new blank
sheet by using the 'New' button at the lower left.
Once an existing internal sheet has been copied to the Custom area, double click on
the new copy to edit. The following dialog will open.
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Fields can be dragged with the mouse.
Multiple fields can be selected by holding down the Ctrl key while clicking.
Fields can also be selected using the list at the right.
Once fields are selected, they can also be moved by using the arrows on the
keyboard. Holding down the Shift key while using the arrows will move the fields in
large increments.
To edit the field, double click on it or on the list to the right.
Images can only be edited by double clicking on the list to the right.

Within some of the field edit windows is a setting for growth behavior.





Down Local is usually used for the address because it is not known ahead of time if
the address will be one line or two. So, if it grows to two lines, then it will bump down
any other fields that are immediately below it, such as City.
Down Global would push down all the fields on the entire sheet which are below the
one that's growing. This is useful for table style data and for letter.
Setting the growth behavior will never cause a field to shrink, but only to grow bigger.

Multi-Page Sheets:


Now Pages can be added or removed within a sheet, by clicking on the "Add" or
"Remove" button on right side under pages.

Filling out Sheets (custom forms)
This feature is currently only active for referral slips, consent forms, patient letters, and
referral letters. This is when you are allowed to edit before printing. All the text is editable,
including static text. But if there are any input fields, then it means that user input is
expected, so the background will be light yellow.
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This is also when freehand drawing may be done. If the user makes a mistake while drawing,
they can use the eraser tool, the checkbox at the right. Once the box is checked, the pointer
changes to an eraser and clicking and dragging will erase drawings. A drawing is defined as
a continuous curved line without lifting the pen. So, the eraser will erase continuous lines as
single objects. Uncheck the box to turn the eraser off.
When printing from the fill sheet window, the Print/Email button lets you perform both actions
simultaneously. For email, the sheets get converted to a PDF and attached to the outgoing
email. The sheet is also archived in the database for later reference whether it's printed or
emailed. Sheets can be viewed at the bottom of the Account module, or in the Chart module.

Automation











Click on Setup Menu.
Click on Automation, ‘Automation’ dialogue will open.

Click on the 'Add' button, the following dialog will open.

In the Description field, enter the name of the automated Trigger.
In the Trigger field, click on the dropdown button and select a trigger type.
In the Procedure Code field, enter the codes that will trigger the automated action.
In the Action field, click on the dropdown arrow and select the action that will take
place.
In the Sheet Def field, click on the dropdown arrow and select the Sheet that will be
used.
When done, click on the 'OK' button.

Procedure Codes
This section explains how to add new procedure codes or edit existing procedure codes and
add or edit fees by fee schedule.

Add New Procedure Code
Notice: Once a code has been entered, it cannot be deleted. Move the codes that are
no longer used in your office to the "Obsolete" category.




In the upper left of the main screen, click on "Lists".
Click on "Procedure Codes". The Procedure codes dialogue will open.
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In the "Procedure Code" dialog, click on the "New" button (Lower Left).
Enter the new code and click the "OK" button.









In the "Procedure Code" field, enter the new procedure code.
In the "Description" field, enter the description for this new procedure.
In the "Abbreviation" field, enter an abbreviation for the above description.
Place a check mark in the appropriate check boxes, if they apply.
If it applies, select a paint Type.
Select a Treatment Area.
Select a Category then click on the "ADD" button.

Edit Existing Procedure Code


From the "Procedure Codes" list dialog, double-click on the code to be edited. Following
dialog opens.
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"Alt Code" field is for Medicaid codes, if they are other than ADA Codes. For example,
the California DentiCal 3-digit code (Now using CDT-4 codes).
"Medical Code" Is for the CPT medical code that is the equivalent to ADA CDT code.
Before this can be populated the CPT, medical code must be entered in to the list as
an independent code.
In the "Description" field, enter the description of the new code.
In the "Abbreviation Description" field, enter an abbreviation for the code.
On the left is the "Time Pattern", this is a slide bar that you move up or down to assign
the amount of time it will take to complete the procedure. The "/" represents the
assistant's time and the "X" represents the doctor's time. To change the units from
doctor to assistant, click on the "/" or the "X", it will toggle form one to the other.
"Remove tooth if marked complete" box is for extractions, and would show the tooth
as removed in the patient chart if the procedure is marked complete
"Triggers Recall" box is for procedures to trigger a new recall in 6 months.
"Do not usually bill to insurance" box is for codes other than standard ADA Codes, or
codes that you do not usually want to be billed to insurance.
"Is Hygiene procedure" box lets you automatically assign procedures to the hygiene
provider.
The "Default Note" field is for the procedure notes that would normally show in the
chart after this procedure was marked complete. E.g. materials used, procedures
followed; whatever would normally go in chart notes.
The "Treatment Area" field determines the options available for this procedure, for
example; tooth number, surface, quadrant, Etc.
The "Graphic Type" determines how this procedure will be displayed in the Clinical
tooth chart.
The "Category" field is where you will assign this procedure to a category. Categories
are user definable in "Definitions".
The "Fees" field is where you enter the fee for this procedure for each fee schedule.

Add New Fee Schedule


Click on "Fee Scheds” button from within the "Procedure Codes" list (Lists Menu).



Click on Fee Scheds button.
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Click on the "ADD" button to enter new fee schedule name.
The "Edit Fee Schedule" dialog will open.
In the left column, enter the name of the new fee schedule. If the new fee schedule is
for insurance or cash, then leave the right column blank. However, if the fee schedule
is Capitation (Co-Pay) or an Allowed amount fee schedule then in the right column
enter C for Co-Pay (Capitation) or A for Allowed (only used to track insurance payment
received).
Click on the "Close" button when finished.

Enter Fee by Fee Schedule


Double-click on the desired fee schedule from within the "Edit Procedure Code" dialog
under the “Fees" field. The following dialog will open.





Enter the fee for the procedure for the selected fee schedule.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.
Repeat for each fee schedule.

Edit/Change Fees for Single Fee Schedule




From within the "Procedure" list dialog, highlight the fee schedule (upper right) that is
going to be used.
Locate the desired code and double-click on the fee field.
Enter the fee and click on the "OK" button.

Import/Export Procedure Codes
In the lower left of the Procedure Code dialog there are Procedure Code tools.


The procedure codes can be exported to XML formatted file and can be imported.
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The procedure tools refer to the following choices. Use caution if you do not understand
what you are doing you can make changes that cannot be reversed.

The procedure codes can be exported to XML formatted file and can be imported. The
procedure tools refer to the following choices.

Fee Schedule Tools
Fee schedules can be cleared, copied, or increased by percentage. From within the
"Procedure" list (List Menu->Edit Codes), click on “Fee Tools" button.

 Compare three fee schedules sideby side here.

The Fee Schedule Tools dialog opens.
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In this dialog a fee schedule can be cleared, copied, increased/decreased by a percentage.
Export or import fee schedules from text files. Global update of all treatment plans is
available for a selected fee schedule. Insurance plans fee schedules can be verified here
(be certain before using it).

Appointment View
Practice-Web Dental has support for unlimited operatories and unlimited providers. Although
you can only view about 6 or 7 operatories at one time due to space limitations, you can set
up different views. Each view can have any combination of operatories and providers, and will
not display the others. You can have one view for your hygiene rooms, one view for each
doctor, or any number of desired combinations. To switch between the different views, use
one of the twelve function keys at the top of your keyboard or from within the Appointment
module, select a view from the drop down list on the right hand side below the calendar and
pin board.
Appointment Views has many more options on exactly what data shows on an
Appointment in the main screen of the Appointments module. Added fields include phone
numbers, fees, medical notes, chart numbers, and many others. You can customize the order
and color of each item. Instead of the previous 10 min. increments, you now also have the
option of 15 min. increments. An additional option is to use multiple rows per increment,
which is helpful if you want to see more data on each appointment. If you have any views set
up, the first view is now used upon startup. Add a View and the order in which to view the
information, e.g. Patient Last Name, First Name, Medical Alert Note, Work Phone, Home
Phone, Procs, etc.
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Select Appointment View


From the "Appointment" module, under the "Pinboard", in the "View" field, click on
the down arrow button.

From the drop-down list, select the desire view to be displayed, or use the "F" (function)
key that is associated to the view to quickly go from view to view.

New Appointments


If you are not already in the appointments module, then in the upper left side of the
screen, click on the "Appts" button.



The Appointments module will open with the current day’s appointments.



Use current day or select the desired date or today and double-click on the time slot
for a specific operatory. The “Select Patient” dialog will open.
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In the "Select Patient" dialog you will have two choices.
1.
To
select a patient from the "Patient List" by locating and double-clicking to the any
column on the desired patient OR
2. If the patient/family is new to the office, enter at least the last name, first name
and the phone number on the upper right boxes and click on “Add Pt” or “Add Many”
followed by Ok.

Once the patient is selected or new one is entered, the following dialog opens.



Click on the "Create New" button, the "Edit Appointment” dialog will open.
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To set the time length of the appointment, then on the left side of the "Edit
Appointment" slide the time bar down until the "Time Length" field displays the desired
number of minutes.
If desired, enter any appointment notes in the "Appointment Note" field.
If you want to assign treatment from the Treatment Plan to this appointment, then
highlight the treatment in the "Procedures on this Appointment" area or to add
treatment to the list, click on the desired items form the "Single Click on Items in the
List Below" column, or click on the "ADD" button, then select desired procedures. If
treatment is assigned to the appointment, then the time length will automatically be
set.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.
The appointment will be pasted to the per-selected time slot in the selected operatory.

Quick Appointment Entry for a New Patient




In the appointment module, double-click on the desired timeslot.
The “Select Patient” dialog will open.
In the upper right side under “Search By”, enter the new Patient’s last name, first
name, and phone number.
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<- Search patient by any phone number
without ( ) -.
Enter the new Patient’s last name,
and first name.
Click on the "Add Pt" button under
"Add New Family" in the lower right.
The following dialog will open.







If you do not have all the information then for appointment purposes only, click on the
“OK” button in the lower right (just keep in mind that you will need to go back to this
account later and enter the rest of the needed information).
Continue to create the appointment as instructed above for entering an appointment
for current date.
Once the appointment has been created, it will show up on the Appointment module.
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Edit Appointments


From the appointment module, double-click on the selected appointment.

Note: Each appointment can be expanded directly on main appointment page by dragging
the mouse down on the appointment slot.


The "Edit Appointment" dialog will open for the selected appointment.
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You can make changes for:







Status category.
Confirmed category.
Change the treating provider.
Add or remove treatment.
Add and remove appointment notes.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Edit Appointment Bubble


In the main Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Setup" - "Display Fields", the
following dialog will open.



Double left click on "Appointment Bubble" and the following dialogue will open.



To add a field a, highlight the fields in the "Available Fields" column and use the arrow
key to move them in the "Fields showing" column.
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You can also move the fields up or down as required.
Click "Ok" to save the changes.

Find Appointment
Find Existing Appointments







To find an existing appointment, in the Appointment module, double-click on any
empty timeslot
The "Select Patient" dialog will open.
Select the patient from the "Patient List".
Or by using the "Search By" criteria.
Once the patient has been selected, the following dialog will open.
Select the appointment from the list.




Click on the "Go to Appt" button.
This will take you to the appointment schedule for that appointment.



Appointment Types
Appointment background color can be customized by using appointment types.
appointment types to appointments on the Edit Appointment window.


In the Main Menu, click Setup - Appointments - Appointment Types
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Assign



Click Add, or double click an existing type to edit.





Enter the appointment type information.
Name: The name of the appointment type.
Color: Click the square to select a Color or click “none” to clear a color
selection. Changing the color of an appointment type will not change the background
color of existing appointments.
Hidden: Hide this appointment type as a selection on the Edit Appointment window.
Click OK to save. Click Up or Down to reorder appointment types.




Block Out Appointments
Blockouts are blocks of time in the Appointments module that are set ahead of time for specific
purposes. Blockouts do not enforce any scheduling; they just change the background color.
Appointments may be scheduled over the top of blockouts.
Before Blockouts can be applied to the Appointment Scheduler, the Blockout types must be
setup in Definitions.

Setup Blockout Types


From the Appointment Scheduler, right click on an empty appointment slot. The
following dialog will appear.





Click on “Edit Blockout Types”.
The “Definitions” dialog will appear.
Click on the “ADD” button. The following dialog will appear.





Type in the name of the desired Blockout type.
Click on the color box and select the desired color
Click on the “OK” button.
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Repeat for each desired Blockout type.

Add Blockout



Right click on an empty appointment slot.
Click on the “Add Blockout” button, the following dialog will appear.








Enter the Start Time
Enter the Stop Time.
Select the Blockout Type.
Select the desired operatory or All Ops.
Click on the “OK” button.
Repeat as needed.

Apply Blockouts to the Appointment Scheduler



From the Appointment Scheduler, right click on an empty appointment slot. The
following dialog will appear. Add a blockout explained earlier.
Click on “Blockout Cut-Copy-Paste”, the following dialog will appear.

Click on “Copy Day”.
Click on the “Paste” or if more days desired then enter number of times in the box and
click on “Repeat” button.
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Recall List
The recall list is generated from a historical list of treatment. A recall appointment is triggered
by posting a recallable procedure. If one of those procedures has been completed, then the
due date will be calculated based on that date. The interval is set in the Family module. The
typical interval is six months, but the end user may set the interval to what they want.
Run Recall List


In the Appointment module, in the toolbar in the upper right corner click on the
"Appointment List" button. The following dialog will open.



Click on the "Recall" button. The Recall list will be generated.




The View section lets you limit the date range of appointments due.
To view all recalls due, leave the Start Date and End Date blank and click on the
Refresh List button. Usually the Start Date is six months back and End Date is 30 days
ahead.
Check the box above to group families together.
Once the recall list has been run, select and double-click on a patient. The following
dialog will open.
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In the upper right is the phone number information to contact the patient to make an
appointment.
The center section of this window is a read-only version of the patient Account module.
At the center top section of the window is patient information this displays a list of all
family members recall dates.
The Status in the upper left corner should be changed to reflect the current status of
the recall appointment.
To make an appointment for the recall, click the Pin-board button to place a recall
appointment on the Pin-board in the Appointment module ready to be dragged and
dropped on the desired time slot. The system will automatically add the necessary
procedures to the treatment plan and attaches them to the appointment.

Print Recall Labels and Post Cards
Recall Post Cards and labels can be printed for the entire list of patients or for selected
patients.
Print Recall Post Cards for entire Recall List
 To print post cards for all patients that display in the Recall List, click on the “Print”
button on the right under “Post Cards”.
 A preview will display, to print, click on the “Print” button in the upper left.
Print Recall Post Cards for Selected Patients from the Recall List
 To print post cards for selected patients that display in the Recall List, hold the Ctrl
button down on the keyboard and click on the patients that are to be printed. After all
the selected patients are highlighted, release the Ctrl button and click on the Print
button on the right under “Post Cards”.
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A preview will display, to print, click on the “Print” button in the upper left.

Print Recall Labels for the entire Recall List
 To print labels for all patients that display in the Recall List, click on the “Print” button
in the lower right.
 A preview will display, to print, click on the “Print” button in the upper left.
Print Recall Labels for Selected Patients from the Recall List
 To print labels for selected patients that display in the Recall List, hold the Ctrl button
down on the keyboard and click on the patients that are to be printed. After all the
selected patients are highlighted, release the Ctrl button and click on the Print button
in the lower right.
 A preview will display, to print, click on the “Print” button in the upper left.

Appointment Confirmation Tool









In the Appointment module, in the toolbar in the upper right corner, click on the
"Appointment List" button.
Click on the "Confirmations" button, the following dialog will open.

In the upper left the date range can be set and then click on the "Refresh" button.
Once the appointments are displayed, click on the desired appointment then call the
patient to confirm the patient will be at their appointment. Then click on the down
arrow button (under "Set Status") and select "Appointment Confirmed".
Appointment Confirmation postcards, Patient mailing labels, Print List, and
appointment reports can all be created from the "Confirmation List" dialog.
Confirmations can also be E-Mailed by clicking on the 'E-Mail' button.

Unscheduled Appointments List
The unscheduled list is a list of appointments in the Appointment module where you can
temporarily store appointments that need to be scheduled.
Send Appointments to the Unscheduled List



To place appointments on the unscheduled list, right click on that appointment in the
Appointments module, and click on the "Send to Unscheduled List".
The Confirmation dialog will open.
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Click on the "OK" button.

Run the Unscheduled List




In the Appointment module, click on the "Appointment List" button (upper right tool
bar left of Printer icon).
Click on Unscheduled button.
The Unscheduled List will open.

Create Appointment from the Unscheduled List




From the Unscheduled List, double left click on the selected patient.
The "Edit Patient Appointment" dialog will open. All the information pertaining to the
patient appointment will be displayed along with the patient's contact information.
Click on the Pinboard button. The appointment will remain on the unscheduled list until
the copy that is now on the pinboard in the Appointment module has been scheduled.
If you delete the copy on the pinboard in the Appointment module, the unscheduled
appointment will be unaffected. Once the appointment is scheduled, it will no longer
appear on the unscheduled list.

Insurance Verification











In the Appointment module, click on the "Appointment List" button (upper right tool
bar left of Printer icon).
Click on Ins Verify button.
Days until scheduled appointment: Patients with scheduled appointments in the
next 7 days will appear in the list. The default can be changed in the setup Appointments - Insurance Verification.
Plan benefits haven't been verified in: It determines the insurance plans list
based on the last benefit verification date. The default is 90 days.
Days since patient enrollment: Determines the patients list based on the last
patient eligibility verification date. The default is 30 days.
Carrier: You can enter a specific carrier name or leave it Blank for all carriers.
For User: Verifications can be assigned to a specific user.
Verify Status: This can be customized in Setup - Definitions - Insurance Verification
Status.
If using Clinics: List verifications can be done by clinic.
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Mark a Patient Eligibility and/or Insurance Benefits as Verified:

Marking a verification as 'verified' will change last verified dates on the Edit Insurance Plan
window. There are several ways to do this:
Option 1:






On the Verification List tab, right click on a verification then select an option.
Verify Patient Eligibility: Mark patient eligibility as verified.
Verify Insurance Plan: Mark insurance benefits as verified.
Verify Both: Mark both patient eligibility and insurance benefits as verified.
A confirmation Dialogue will appear. Click OK.

Option 2:




On the Verification List tab, highlight the verification row. General insurance plan and
subscriber information will show in the bottom of the window.
Click one of the verified buttons.
A confirmation Dialogue will open. Click ok to save.

Option 3:





On the Verification List tab, double click a verification row, or right click and select
Go to Plan to open the Edit Insurance Plan window.
To verify patient eligibility, enter a value for Eligibility Last Verified.
To verify insurance plan benefits, enter a value for Benefits Last Verified.
Click OK to save.
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Sending Individual Text Messages
1. On the main Toolbar or the Edit Appointment window, click Text.

2. Enter the text message information.
 Phone Number: This will be automatically filled with the patient's wireless cell phone
number as entered on the Patient Edit window. Wireless carrier info is required.
 Text Message: Enter the message. If you are sending the message from the Edit
Appointment window, the default Text Confirmation message defined in Recall and
Confirmation
Setup will
appear,
but
it
can
be
edited.
Limitations:
Text
messages
have
a
160
character
limit.
- The following characters are allowed: a-z, A-Z, 0-9, . , : ; ! ? ( ) ~ = + - _ \ / @ $
#
&
%
If
other characters
are
used
the message
will
fail.
- Do not use carriage returns (press Enter) or the message will be cutoff at the carriage
return when the message is sent.
3. Click Send to send the message.

New Family Account
Enter New Account


From the Family module, click on the "Select Patient" button (upper Left).




The "Select Patient" dialog will open.
In the upper right under “Search By”, enter the patient’s last name then enter the
patient’s first name. If the patient does not appear in the Patient List then click on the
"Add" button (Lower Right) under "Add New Family".



The following dialog will open.
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Populate the fields on the left as needed.
Under "Billing Type" select a billing type. Typically, this would be "Standard Account"
or “Medicaid”, etc. Billing types are user-defined and can be setup in Definitions area.
Assign the primary and/or secondary provider.
Assign the fee schedule (optional, if patient has insurance plan)
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Enter New Account with multiple Family Members




From the Family module, click on the "Select Patient" button (upper Left).
The "Select Patient" dialog will open.
In the upper right under "Search By" enter in the last and first name, if this patient is
not in the system then click on the "Add Many" button (Lower Right) under "Add New
Family".



The following dialog will open.
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Enter the Guarantor, Spouse, and children's information as required.
Enter each patient's birthdates.
If they have insurance check 1 for primary and/or 2 for secondary insurance.
Assign the providers for each patient.
Enter address and phone information.
Enter the insurance information.
When completed, click on the "OK" button.

Add New Family Member
Add New Family Member to Existing Account



From the Family module, click on "Select Patient" button (Upper Left).
Select the Family account that you want to add a new family member to and go to that
account.
Once you are in the selected family account, click on the "Add" button (Lower Right).



The following dialog will open.
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Populate the fields on the left as needed. Family address is already copied.
Make any needed changes in regards to Billing Type, Providers, Student Status, and
Fee Schedule.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Patient Clone


The Patient Clone tool creates a "clone" patient whose data can be synched with an
original patient record. This is useful for tracking production and income for different
types of providers that treat the same patient. For example, if you are a dental office
with an orthodontist, use clones to track dentist work versus orthodontist work.

How it works:







Patient Clone must be enabled in Show Features. You will need to restart Open Dental
for the change to take effect.
The clone is added to the patient's family list with a first and last name in ALL CAPS.
The original and clone are linked by first name, last name, and birthdate. Changing
the clone's name or birth date will break the link.
Synching always goes from the original patient to the clone patient, never from clone
to original patient.
Specific demographic information and insurance plans are synched. Insurance
coverage amounts are not synced. See Synching Original Patient and Clone below.
The original and clone can have separate Clinics and primary Providers for insurance
claim billing and treating dentists.
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When bridging to imaging or other software, Open Dental always sends the original
patient so duplicates are not created.

Create a Patient Clone
To create a clone, patients must have a first and last name, and a valid birth date entered on
the Patient Edit window.



Select the Patient, then open the Family module. A Synch Clone button should show
in the toolbar.
Click Synch Clone. A confirmation message will show.



Click Yes. A message will indicate the clone's full name in ALL CAPS, and the patient
number.



Click OK. The clone will list in the Family Members grid in ALL CAPS.

Synch Original Patient and Clone

If a patient clone exists for a patient, click Synch Clone to synch demographic information
and insurance plans. Insurance coverage amounts will not be synched (see Notes
below). Information from the original patient will overwrite information in the patient clone;
clone information will never overwrite original patient data. A message will notify you exactly
what changes have been made to a record, or that data is already in synch.

The following demographic information is synched:


From the Patient Edit window:
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o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
From

Title
Preferred Name
Middle Initial
Guarantor (moved to same family)
Responsible Party
Super Family
Patient Status
Gender
Race
Language
SSN
Position
Address, Address 2, City, State, Zip, County
Address Note
Home Phone, Wireless, Work Phone
Email
Text Message OK
Billing Type
Fee Schedule
Credit Type
Medicaid ID
the Medical window: Medical Urgent Note

Notes
Insurance estimates
Insurance estimates may not be accurate when using Patient Clone. Insurance plans are
automatically synched between original and clone, but amounts used and benefits available
are not. If you want both original and clone to reflect updated amounts, whenever an amount
changes for one, add an Adjustment to Insurance Benefit for the other. This may not be an
issue if general dental and orthodontic benefits are different and you have entered Ortho
Lifetime Max and Percentage as Benefit Information window.

Assign Recall Interval



In the "Family" module, double click on the recall grid at the upper right.
For details refer to Patient Recall & Recall Type Setup under System Settings.

Add Insurance Plans
Every insurance plan has one subscriber and can be attached to multiple patients, but a plan
is never shared between subscribers. There is no limit to the number of plans a family can
have. If a patient changes their coverage, the old plan is not deleted, but stays on the list for
future reference.

Add Insurance Plan to Subscriber


From the Family module, on the "Add Insurance" button. The following dialog opens.
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If the patient is the subscriber, click on the "Yes" button.
The "Edit Insurance Plan" dialog will open.



The "Employer" field is optional. However, if the "Employer" field is populated, an
employer group plan will be created or click on the "Pick from List" button to select an
existing employer group plan. If an existing employer group plan is selected the rest
of the insurance fields will auto-populate.
The "Group Name" is also optional.
"Group Number" is mandatory. Populate this field with the correct group or policy
number.
In the “Carrier” name field, enter the first few letters of the carrier. A drop-down list
will open. If the desired carrier is on the list, then click on the carrier, the rest of the
carrier information fields will auto-populate. If the desired carrier is not on the dropdown list, then continue to populate carrier information fields and the new carrier will
be added to the “Carrier” list.
In "Plan Type", click on the down arrow button and select a correct Plan Type.
In "Fee Schedule", click on the down arrow button and select the fee schedule that is
to be assigned to this insurance plan.
"Claim Form" will typically be ADA 2006.
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"Patient Co-pay Amts (Cap only)" will always be "NONE" unless this is a Capitation
Plan. For information on how to setup capitation plans, please read the chapter on
Setup Medicaid/Capitation.
To enter Annual Max Benefits, Deductible, and Benefit Percentages double click in the
Benefit Information area. The following dialog will open.

Enter all your amounts in the boxes at the top. Keep in mind that leaving a box blank
is not the same as entering a zero. Blank indicates that the amount is unknown. If you
leave the Annual Max blank, then no calculations can be done to indicate how much is
remaining benefits are left. The Calendar Year checkbox at the top applies to most of
the benefits.
At the top, there are boxes for Individual amounts and boxes for Family amounts. You
can use one or the other, but not both.

Individual Amounts
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OR

Family Amounts





If Individual amounts are to be used, then leave the Family amounts blank.
If Family amounts are to be used, then leave the Individual amounts blank.
When finished, click on the “OK” button in the lower right of the “Edit Benefits” dialog.

Assign Existing Insurance Plan to a Dependent


After the dependent has been added to the guarantor's family account, click on the
"Add Insurance" button. The following dialog will open.



Click on the "No" button.
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Highlight the subscriber and click on the "OK" button.
The following dialog will open.





Highlight the insurance plan and click on the "OK" button.
The "Edit Insurance Plan" dialog will open.
In the upper left (Green Area) in the "Relationship to Subscriber", click on the down
arrow button and select the correct relationship. Then click on the "OK" button.

Carrier Allowed Amount
In the Insurance Plan edit window, set the Fee Schedule to your standard fee schedule and
set the Carrier Allowed Amounts to your newly created fee schedule. All fees will then show
as your standard fees, but when calculating estimates, the allowed amount will be used in the
Claim Procedures window when entering Insurance Payments. There is also a button in the
Claim Procedures window that lets you update the fees as they come back from the insurance
company. Therefore, you can use this strategy even if you don't know their fee schedule
ahead of time.
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Add/Edit Insurance Coverage
Change Current Ins Plan to New Ins Plan for Subscriber



From within the Family Module, double-click on the right side of the "Primary Insurance
Plan" area.
The "Edit Primary Insurance Plan" dialog will open.




In the upper left, click on the "Drop" button.
This will return you to the Family module, click on the "Add Insurance" button. The
following dialog will open.




Click on the "Yes" button.
The following dialog will open.
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Click on the "New Plan" button.
The "Edit Insurance Plan" dialog will open



The "Employer" field is optional. However, if the "Employer" field is populated, an
employer group plan will be created or click on the "Pick from List" button to select an
existing employer group plan. If an existing employer group plan is selected the rest
of the insurance fields will auto-populate.
The "Group Name" is also optional.
"Group Number" is mandatory. Populate this field with the correct group or policy
number.
In the “Carrier” name field, enter the first few letters of the carrier. A drop-down list
will open. If the desired carrier is on the list, then click on the carrier, the rest of the
carrier information fields will auto-populate. If the desired carrier is not on the dropdown list, then continue to populate carrier information fields and the new carrier will
be added to the “Carrier” list.
In "Plan Type", click on the down arrow button and select the correct Plan Type.
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In "Fee Schedule", click on the down arrow button and select the fee schedule that is
to be assigned to this insurance plan.
"Claim Form" will typically be ADA 2006.
"Patient Co-pay Amts (Cap only)" will always be "NONE" unless this is a Capitation
Plan. For information on how to setup capitation plans, please read the chapter on
Setup Medicaid/Capitation.
To enter Annual Max Benefits, Deductible, and Benefit Percentages double click in the
Benefit Information area. The following dialog will open.

Enter all your amounts in the boxes at the top. Keep in mind that leaving a box blank
is not the same as entering a zero. Blank indicates that the amount is unknown. If you
leave the Annual Max blank, then no calculations can be done to indicate how much is
remaining benefits are left. The Calendar Year checkbox at the top applies to most of
the benefits. The checkbox at the bottom is only used for the Other Benefits list.
At the top, there are boxes for Individual amounts and boxes for Family amounts. You
can use one or the other, but not both.
If Individual amounts are to be used, then leave the Family amounts blank.
When finished, click on the “OK” button in the lower right of the “Edit Benefits” dialog.

Edit Current Insurance Coverage
NOTE: DO NOT change the name of the insurance company, to change the insurance
plan to another insurance company, use the DROP button and follow the above
instructions in "Change Current Ins Plan to New Ins Plan for Subscriber.
From within the Family Module, double left click on the right side of the "Primary
Insurance Plan" area.
 The "Edit Primary Insurance Plan" dialog will open.
 Edit the fields as needed. When finished, click on the "OK" button in the lower right of
the "Edit Insurance Plan".
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Medical Insurance
Practice-Web has good support for medical insurance, making it useful in Oral Surgery and in
hospital settings. Below are some of the features in Practice-Web that pertain to medical
insurance.
Turn on Medical Insurance features:


In the Main Menu, go to Advanced Setup and click Show Features, then select Medical
Insurance.

Insurance Plans:
In

the Family module,





every

patient

can

have

unlimited Insurance

Plans.

On the Edit Insurance Plan window, check the Medical Insurance box to identify the
plan as medical instead of dental.
Select the claim form. 1500_02_2012 is the new 1500 Health Insurance Claim Form
(version 02/12) that is included in version 14.2. 1500 is the old version of the form.
To reassign the new 1500_02_2012 claim form to current insurance plans, see Claim
Forms, Reassigning Claim Forms.

Procedure Codes: Medical codes can be entered in the Procedure Code List just like any
dental
code.
For
cross
coding,
see Procedure
Code
Edit.
Medical Codes: In the Procedure Edit window, Medical tab, there is a box for medical codes.
If a default medical code is entered for the Procedure Code it will be filled in automatically.
When a new claim is created for a medical insurance plan, each Claim Procedure code sent to
insurance is copied from the medical code of the corresponding procedure, if the medical code
is
not
blank.
Diagnostic Codes: In the Procedure Edit window, Medical tab, you can enter multiple ICD9 codes for a procedure. For each visit, one procedure needs to have the Principal Diagnosis
box checked.
Claims: If a patient has medical insurance, and there are completed procedures with a
medical code, clicking New Claim in the Account module will automatically create a dental
claim and medical claim. The dental claim will show the dental code, and the medical claim
will show the medical code.
Printing Claims: The medical insurance plan will use the 1500 Claim Form (see Insurance
Plans above). You must print the 1500 claim form on preprinted forms because the red
background has special requirements and they do not allow printing the background from a
printer.
Medical E-Claims: If Medical Insurance is involved, E-claims are created differently. You
will use Emdeon Medical to process your claims.
Insurance Plan: On the Edit Insurance Plan window, check the Medical Insurance box. This
is used for medical and institutional claims, and controls whether claims go out in dental
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format or in medical/institutional format. Also set the Claim Form to UB04 or 1500, in case
you print paper claims.
Clearinghouse: In the Clearinghouses list, set a default for dental and a separate default
for medical/institutional. Dental clearinghouses cannot accept medical or institutional
claims. If you will generate claim files from Practice-Web and upload them manually to
Medicaid, you still need to set up a clearinghouse to specify the Claim Export Path. The
Format for dental claims can be 4010 or 5010, and you can freely switch between them as
needed. Medical and institutional claim format will be only 5010.
Send Claims: In the Send Claims window, send batches of claims to one clearinghouse at
once.
[Technical note: To determine the format, information is required from both the
claim.MedType and the clearinghouse.Eformat. Neither alone is sufficient.]
Once messages are generated, they are archived in the etrans table in the database for later
retrieval. These archived claims may be seen in the history list at the bottom of the Send
Claims window. All 4 claim types (med5010, inst5010, dent5010, dent4010) will show as
"claim
sent"
in
the
archival.

Medicaid Accounts
When setting up the Medicaid Plan, from within the "Edit Patient Info" set the account type to
"Medicaid Account" and enter the patient's Medicaid ID in the "Medicaid ID" field. Then from
within the "Edit Insurance Plan" set the “Plan Type” to “Medicaid or Flat Co-pay”. This disables
all the percentages and establishes 100% coverage.




Then, check the box for "Claims show UCR fee, not billed". If it applies, check the
alternate code box (for example, 3-digit DentiCal code, CDT-4 codes after 3/1/08).
The alternate code for each ADA code can be specified in the "Edit Procedure Code"
dialog.
For DentiCal, select "Denti-Cal" for claim form. Then, when you send your claim, it will
show the alternate codes and your UCR fees on the claim form.

Setup Medicaid Accounts for Subscriber



In the "Family" module, double left click in the "Patient Info" area.
The "Edit Patient Info" dialog will open.
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In the "Medicaid ID" field, enter the patient's Medicaid ID.
In "Billing Type", click on the down arrow button and select "Medicaid".
Click OK button when completed.
From within the Family Module, click on the "Add Insurance" button. The following
dialog will open.



Click on the "Yes" button, the "Edit Insurance Plan" dialog will open.
On the left, populate the fields as needed.
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In the insurance name field, enter the carrier name. A drop-down list will open. If the
desired carrier is listed, then click on the desired carrier. The rest of the carrier fields
will auto-populate. If the desired carrier is not on the list, then continue to populate
carrier fields and the carrier will be added to the list.
In "Plan Type", click on the down arrow and select, "Medicaid or Flat Co-Pay".
Uncheck “Use alternate codes” (most Medicaid plans use CDT-4 codes).
Select "Claims show UCR fee, not billed Fee" and “apply deductible before percentage”.
In "Fee Schedule", click on the down arrow button and select the Medicaid/Dentical
fee schedule.
In "Claim Form", click on the down arrow button, for California, select "Denti-Cal",
else, select "ADA2002" or "ADA2006", you may need to check with your state Medicaid
agency to see which claim form they require.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Capitation Accounts
Capitation plans pays a flat fee every month to the office regardless of what work is done on
the patients. Patients pay a flat fee for some procedures and no fee for other procedures.





Set the Patient Account type to Capitation Account.
Set the insurance plan type to Capitation and assign your standard fee schedule. These
fees will be displayed in the treatment plan and in the account, but they will not affect
the patient's balance after they are complete.
For any patient portions, set up the co-pay fee schedule with the amount that the
patient is required to pay for each procedure.
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Setup Capitation Accounts for Subscriber






In the "Family" module, double left click in the "Patient Info" area.
The "Edit Patient Info" dialog will open.
In "Billing Type" select "Capitation Account".
Click “OK” button when completed.
From within the Family Module, click on the "Add Insurance" button.

The following dialog will open.












Click on the "Yes" button, the "Edit Insurance Plan" dialog will open.
On the left, populate the fields as needed.
In the insurance name field, enter the carrier name. A drop-down list will open. If the
desired carrier is listed, then click on the desired carrier. The rest of the carrier fields
will auto-populate. If the desired carrier is not on the list, then continue to populate
carrier fields and the carrier will be added to the list.
In "Plan Type", click on the down arrow button and select, "Capitation".
Select, "Claims show UCR fee, not billed"
In "Fee Schedule", click on the down arrow button and select the "Standard" fee
schedule.
In "Patient Co-Pay Amts (Cap Only)", select the capitation fee schedule that reflects
the patient's portion of the fee.
In "Claim Form", select "ADA2002".
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Add Referrals
Add New Referral


In the "Family" module of the selected patient, double left click anywhere in the
"Referrals" line (bottom left in the Patient Information area).
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The "Referrals for Patient" dialog will open.
For a referral to another doctor, click on "Refer To" button.
For a referral from another doctor or Patient, click on "Referral From" button.



The "Referrals" dialog will open.



If the desired referral is not in the "Select Referral" list, then in lower left, click on the
"ADD" button.
The following dialog will open.
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If the referral source is not from an existing patient of record, then click on "NO". The
following dialog will open.





Populate the fields and make the selections as needed.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.
If the referral source is from an existing patient of record, click on the "YES" button.



The "Select Patient" dialog will open, enter the search criteria and select the patient
from the Patient List that is the referral source.

 The ‘Add Referral’ dialog will open existing patient’s information.
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Click on the "OK" button.

Assign Referral to Patient Record


Once the referral has been selected, the following dialog will open.



Click on the Close button.

Referral Slips




From within the Referral for Patient, click on the Referral Slip button.
The following dialog will open. Populate the Note field as needed.
Click on the Print/E-Mail button to print or e-mail the referral slip.

Move a Family Member
Note:
You cannot move the guarantor to another family unless there are no other family members.
Moving the guarantor into another family effectively combines two families. The account notes
for the families will be combined, as will the address/phone notes.
Move Family Member to another Account
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In the Family module, select the patient to be moved from the Family Member list.



Click on the "Move" button.



The following dialog will open.




Click on the "OK" button.
The following dialog will open.




To move the patient to an existing account, click on the "NO" button.
The following dialog will open.




Click on the "OK" button.
The "Select Patient" dialog will open, enter the search criteria and select the account
from the resulting patient list that the patient is to be moved to.
Click the "OK" button.



Move Family Member to Own Account
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In the Family module, select the patient to be moved from the Family Member list.




Click on the "Move" button.
The following dialog will open.




Click on the "OK" button.
The following dialog will open.



To move the patient to his or her own new account, click on the "Yes" button.

Change Guarantor
Make another Family Member, the Guarantor


From the Family module, in the "Family Member" list, select the patient to be made
the new guarantor.



Click on the "Set Guarantor" button.
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Find Patient
Look Up Patient's Account



In most of the modules, there is a button in the upper left for selecting patients.
To select a patient's account, click on the "Select Patient" button.



The "Select Patient" list will open.



In the upper right, under "Search By", enter the search criteria to locate the desired
account. The search criteria can be by any combination of; last name, first name,
phone number (work, home of wireless number without “()-”), address, city, state,
social security number, patient number and chart #.
Once the search criteria have been entered, the patient list will only display the
patient(s) that meet the "Search by" criteria.





Select the patient from the list by double left clicking on the button to the left of the
desired patient's Last name.

Enter Treatment
The chart module organizes the clinical information for a patient.

Enter Chartable Treatment


From the patient's Chart module in the "Tooth Chart" and select the tooth that the
treatment is to be applied to.
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Click on the surface or surfaces.






Select the "Entry Status" (default is “TP”- proposed treatment)
"TP" - Treatment Plan - for work that is recommended, but not complete yet.
"C" - Complete - the fee for the procedure will show on the patient's account.
"Ex Cur" - Existing Current Provider - work that was done in your practice before you
started using Practice-Web Dental.
"Ex other" - Existing Other Provider - work that was done by another provider, either
before the patient came to your practice, or because they were referred out for
treatment.
"Referred" - Referred Out - work that the patient needs done, but that will be done at
another office. Once the work has been completed, you can change the status of the
procedure to Ex Other.
Treatment can be entered for current date (Today) or the date can be changed for a
past date in the date field under the “Today” check box.
“Priority” is for setting the priority of the treatment if treatment is for a Treatment Plan
(Status = TP).
If desired, select a Diagnosis. You can select one diagnosis per procedure; diagnoses
are user defined under Setup in Definitions.
Click on the procedure type.
The Procedure will be added to the "Progress Notes" in the Chart module. Depending
on the status it will also be entered into either the Account module or the Treatment
Plan module.











Note: Quick buttons are accessed by clicking on “Show Quick buttons” below the procedure
list button.

Enter Treatment by "Add Procedure"



Click on Procedure List button.
The Procedure Code List will open.
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Double-click on the selected procedure; if the procedure is not a chartable procedure
then the procedure will be posted in the patient's Progress Notes. Depending on the
Status of the procedure it will also be added to either the Account module or to the
Treatment Plan module.
If the procedure is chartable then the "Procedure Info" dialog will open.

Enter the required tooth number and surface and click the "OK" button
The procedure will be added to the Progress Notes in the Chart module. Depending on
the Status of the procedure it will also be added to either the Account module or to
the Treatment Plan module.
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Enter Procedure by ADA Code






In the "Type Proc Code" field, type the ADA code and click on "OK" button.
If the procedure is not a chartable then it will be posted in Progress Notes.
If the procedure is chartable then the "Procedure Info" dialog will open. Enter the
required tooth number and surface and click the "OK" button.
The procedure will be added to the Progress Notes in the Chart module. Depending on
the Status of the procedure it will also be added to either the Account module or to
the Treatment Plan module.

Draw on 3-D Tooth Chart




From within Patient's Chart Module in the upper right, click on the "Draw" tab.
Select the desired color by a single click.
Place the bullet in Pen by single clicking on "Pen".




Draw on the 3-D Tooth Chart as needed with the use of the mouse or pointing device.
To erase the drawings, place the bullet in "Eraser" and go over the drawing with the
mouse.

Customizing Quick Procedure Buttons



Now the labels, procedures, and surfaces on Quick Procedure Buttons can be
customized.
Con the main "Setup" menu go to "Chart" and click on "Procedure Buttons", The "Setup
Procedure Buttons" window will open.
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To edit an existing Quick button double click on any of the buttons on the panel on the
right, the "Edit Quick Procedure Button" dialogue will open.





Edit the fields as needed, when finished, click on the “OK” button.
To add a new "Quick Button" double click anywhere on blank space on right panel.
The "Edit Quick Procedure Button" dialogue will open. Populate the fields as needed
and click “OK”.

Edit Procedures
You can edit a procedure by double clicking on the procedure from the Accounts module, the
Treatment Plan module, or the Chart module.
Edit Posted Procedures



Double-click on the posted procedure (under progress notes in Chart or Account) to
be edited.
The "Procedure Info" dialog will open.
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DOS (Date of Service) can be changed by entering a new date in "Date" box.
The ADA code and description can be changed by clicking on the "Change" button and
selecting a new code from the list.
Depending on the code, you can edit the Tooth and Surfaces.
To edit the fee, highlight the "Amount" field and enter the desired fee.
You may assign one diagnosis to a procedure by selecting it from the "Diagnosis"
column.
You can change providers from the "Provider" column, if a provider other than the
assigned provider performed the service.
If the procedure is not already assigned to an insurance claim then you can change
the procedure status by selecting the statue from the "Procedure Status" column.
You can enter any procedure notes in the "Notes" field and it can be locked. However,
be very careful about locking notes. Once the note is locked the procedure becomes a
permanent record and cannot be edited or deleted.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Edit Date of Service for Multiple Procedures




In Progress Notes from within the Chart Module highlight all the procedures that
require a date change.
Right mouse click, then left mouse click on "Edit All".
Enter the desired date and click on the "OK" button.
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Edit Insurance Estimates
You can edit Insurance estimates by double clicking on the procedure from the Accounts
module, the Treatment Plan module, or the Chart module. The patient’s share, insurance
share, and percentage can all be edited.

Edit Estimates



Double-click on the posted procedure to be edited.
The "Procedure Info" dialog will open.




Under “Insurance Estimates and Payments”, double-click on insurance plan.
The “Edit Claim Procedure” dialog will open.
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 Edits can be made to “Apply Deductible Before %”, “Patient Copay”, “Percentage
Override”, and “Override Ins Estimate”
 When finished, click on the “OK” button.

Prescriptions
Prescriptions are user defined and can be setup from the Tools module in the Setup column
under Preferences. After setting up prescriptions for a practice, there will be a list of
prescriptions to choose from when a patient needs a prescription.
Enter and Print Prescriptions







In the patient's Chart module, click on the "New RX" button. The "Select Prescription"
dialog will open.
From the list, double left click on the desired prescription.
The "Edit Rx" dialog will open.

Enter any desired notes in the "Notes" field.
Click on the "Print" button, this will print the prescription and add the prescription to
the patient's Progress Notes.
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To add the prescription to the patient's Progress Note and not print, click on the "OK"
button.
If the prescription is not on the list, then from within the "Select Prescription" dialog,
click on the "Blank" button.
A blank "Edit Rx" dialog will open.
Populate fields as needed.
Select a provider.
Click on the "Print" button to print and add the prescription to the patient's Progress
Notes.
Or click on the "OK" button to just enter the prescription to the patient's Progress
Notes and skip print.

Electronic Rx - General Information
How it Works
ERx is a separate interface with a low cost monthly subscription. Each new prescription starts
with a pending status. The status changes to complete once the prescription is
approved. Completed prescriptions are automatically copied to the patient's Medication List
and Progress Notes every time you open the Chart module.
Creating Electronic Prescription
Prior to using Electronic prescription, customer account and payment information must be
setup by Practice-Web support. Controlled substances cannot be electronically prescribed at
this time.
1. In the Chart module, click eRx. Internet Explorer will open with the Compose Rx tab
selected. If you do not see the interface, check the taskbar to ensure that Internet
Explorer is the focus.

2. In the Drug Search field, enter the medication name, then click Drug Search.

3. The results will display. If using eRx - Comprehensive, and you have attached an
insurance Formulary to this patient, formulary information appears in the first column.
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4. Click on the medication to select it.
If using eRx - Comprehensive, the system will check for severe Drug-Drug or DrugAllergy Interactions and display an alert if applicable. If an alert displays and you want
to select a different medication, close the alert, and then cancel and delete the
order. Then repeat step 2 - 3. The medication will be in a pending status.

5. At a minimum select the Frequency. Other information defaults may automatically fill
in. Edit as needed. For dosage and frequency, you may need to scroll up or down to
find the value. Click Save Rx.

6. Review the current medication order for accuracy.
- To edit, click EDIT.
- To remove the entire order, click [X].
- To add another medication, repeat steps 2 - 4.
7. When you are finished entering medications, click Take Complete Rx to Review Page
to proceed with the transmission. If using the eRx - Comprehensive version, the
system will check for moderate Drug Interactions.
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8. To print the prescription(s) and save the medication to the eRx list of current
medications,
click
Print
Rx/Add
to
Current
Meds.
To only save the medication to the eRx list of current medications, click Finish/Add to
Current Meds. To transmit the prescription(s) electronically, click Transmit Rx.

9. In the Pharmacy List, select the pharmacy to send the prescription(s) to.
10. Click Transmit Rx/Add to Record to transmit the prescription.
11. Visit the patient's Chart module to automatically copy the prescription into the patient's
Medication
List
and
Progress
Notes.
EHR users: Check to make sure an RxNorm code is attached to the medication.
Make sure to periodically log in and check for rejected prescriptions so no prescriptions
slip through the cracks.

Progress Notes View
You can select which types of procedures are displayed and whether the procedure notes
are displayed or hidden.
Select View



From the patient's "Chart" module under "Show".
Place a check mark on the items to be displayed in Progress Notes.

Print Progress Notes


From within the "Chart" module, under "Progress notes" (right side), right click on a
progress note, left click on "Print Progress Note".
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Medical/Service Notes/Medication Tracking
Medical and Service Notes are two different kinds of freeform notes that are used to quickly
view the patient's status. They are in the lower left corner of the Chart Module.
Add or Edit Medical/Service Notes


Scroll down and double-click on Problems/Medications area.



The "Medical" dialog will open.




Enter urgent medical note in the "Urgent Medical Notes" field.
To enter Medical Summary or Service Notes, directly type the notes in the desired field
or right mouse click and left click on “Insert Quick paste Note” and select form the
"Quick paste Medical" or the Quick paste Services" categories.
The "Medical History" field is designed to maintain a complete current medical history.
All items that the patient marks on whatever medical history form you have them fill
out should be entered here. Once the data is entered into the computer, you can refer
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to it more easily than the handwritten patient version. All changes should be entered
as chart notes and this section should always reflect the current medical status.

Medication Tracking
For all patients who are taking prescriptions from their physicians, you only have to look up
a particular medication once. Then it goes into the database and you can link to it for any
patient, increasing efficiency and quality of care. Once you get the commonly used drugs
entered in, you will find your efficiency increasing dramatically. Enter the generic medication
first, and then you will be able to enter other medications, which share the same generic
name.
The notes should be entered by a dentist. The note will usually consist of the therapeutic
category, and any precautions or interactions to be aware of. Distilling this information down
to a few words is not something the assistants have been trained to do. Every medication
should have a note no matter how short so that it can be seen that the dentist did
at least look up the medication and check for precautions. For this reason, any
generic medication that is missing a note is flagged with a star in the medications
list, signifying that it needs to be looked up ASAP.

Add Medical Problems



While in Medical dialog in the upper right, click on the "Add Problem" button. The
following dialog will open.
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Select the problem from the list or click on the "Add" button to enter a problem that
is not already on the list.
Once the problem has been selected, click on the "OK" button.

Add New Medication that the patient is currently taking
The medications list can be accessed from the "Lists" menu or from within the "Edit
Medical/Service Notes" section. Click on "Add Medication". The following dialog opens
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Make the desired selection and click on the "OK" button or click on Add Generic button.
Following dialog opens.



Click next to RxNorm button on the right to pick from a list of codes with descriptions
by typing few letters. Click on Similar or Exact. Then double-click to pick one
medication.
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View Thumbnail Images in Chart Module
Photos and X-rays can be viewed at the bottom of the Cart Module. Before this can take place
the images and/or X-rays must be present in the Image Module in one of the following folders:
BWs, FMXs, Panos, or Photos.
View Images in Chart Module


In the bottom left of the Patient’s Chart module a series of Tabs can be seen.



To view images, click on the desired tab, the respective images will appear.




To view the image in full screen mode, double-click on the selected image.
To close out of all thumbnail images, click on the selected tab.

Perio Chart


From the Chart module, click on the “Perio Chart” button.



The Perio Chart module will open.
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Before data can be entered, an exam must be created. In the upper left, click on the
“ADD” button.



The 6 most recent exams can be seen in the grid for easy comparison. The selected
exam in the list will be the exam that shows in the grid along with data from all previous
exams. For probing depths, each exam gets its own line in each of the four sections,
but for the other measurements, only the most recent measurement is shown. All
measurements from previous exams will be shown is a slightly greyer color than the
current exam so that you can easily see which numbers are for the current exam.
On the first exam, any teeth that have been charted as missing in the Chart module
will be automatically marked skipped in the Perio chart. Subsequent exams will copy
the skipped teeth from the most recent exam. Later if a tooth is extracted, you would
manually mark it skipped the next time you add a Perio exam.
To mark a tooth skipped, click on the tooth numbers in the grid while holding down
the Ctrl key, then click the Skip Teeth button. Skipped teeth are stored with individual
Perio exams, so each exam can have different teeth skipped. Once a tooth is marked
skipped, the background will show gray.
The auto advance is built-in to take the following path: 1-16 buccal, 16-1 lingual, 3217 buccal, 17-32 lingual.
The measurements must be taken in this order.
The top Auto Advance box is handled automatically based on the above path.
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There are two ways to enter numbers, either by using the numbers on the keyboard,
or by using the number buttons on the screen. To enter a number greater than nine,
either click the ‘10’ button followed by the second digit or hold down the shift key while
pressing the second number on the keyboard.
Plaque, Calculus, Bleeding, and Suppuration are entered on the same rows as the
probing depths and show as colored dots above each probing number. The color for
each item can be customized by clicking on the corresponding colored box on the right
side of the window.
There are two ways to enter these items, either by using the buttons, or by using
keyboard keys: plaque (p), calculus (c), bleeding (space or b), or suppuration (s).
These can be done as the probing depths are charted, or they can be done separately.
If they are entered at the same time as the probing depths, then it is assumed that
the order of entry would be, for instance, 5-bleeding. Since the probing depth comes
first, it will already have advanced to the next cell. If the cell you are in is still empty,
then it knows to enter the item on the previous probing entry.
In the upper right, the three at a time option is good for entering lots of plaque,
calculus, gingival margins, or any other measurements that tend to be the same for
the entire tooth.
In the three at a time mode, the backspace key deletes three at a time and editing an
existing entry will overwrite three at a time, be sure to turn it off when done.
Types of rows; Probing- Each date gets its own row with the date in the left column.
Mobility- only shows on the buccal. Only allowed one number for each tooth in the
middle cell. There is no mechanism yet to show +.
Furcation- Enter a 0-3.
Auto CAL- Clinical Attachment Level is auto calculated as probing + Gingival Margin.
User is not allowed to edit.
Gingival Margin- All displayed gingival margins are implied negative values
(recession). There is no mechanism yet to enter a positive gingival margin
(hyperplasia).
Muco Gingival Junction- Not present on the palatal.
On the right-hand side is a button to recalculate the four index percentages. There are
typically 6 sites per tooth and 32 teeth, for a total of 192 possible sites. But if any
teeth are marked skipped, then those sites are not considered to be available and are
excluded from the calculation.
In the lower right is the 'Numbers in red' section. For each different kind of row, values
can be set which will show in red.
Using the print button will produce a printout that matches what is on the screen.

Graphical View of Perio chart
Before the Graphical view of the Perio Chart can be viewed the computer must have the
newest direct X drivers from Microsoft installed and the computer's graphic card must be able
to handle the graphics. For information about Direct X please see System Settings/Select
Tooth Chart Type.
To view the Graphical Perio Chart, click on the 'Graphical' button (lower right).

Ortho Chart



From the Setup Menu, click on Display Fields.
Double click on 'Ortho Chart', the following dialog will open.
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In the 'New Field area, type the name of the field you want to displayed in the Ortho
chart and click the left arrow button.
Repeat this process until you have entered all the fields you want to be displayed in
the Ortho Chart.

Create Ortho Chart




From the patient's Chart Module, Click on the Ortho Chart button.
From within the Ortho Chart section.
Click in the desired field and type the information as needed.

Payment Plans
Payment plans are created by clicking the Payment Plan button in the "Account" module.
Unlimited payment plans can be set up, each with its own guarantor. The guarantor does not
have to be in the same family as the patient. The payment plan shows in both the patient
account and the guarantor account. The 'Go To' buttons let you quickly switch between the
two accounts.
When you enter a payment plan, it will reduce the account balance of the patient you choose
by the amount of the payment plan. For instance, if you do $2000 worth of procedures on a
patient and then create a payment plan with a total amount of $2000, then the patient balance
would be reduced back down to zero. The responsibility would then fall to the guarantor to
make the payments. The $2000 would show as due by the guarantor, but not in the main
grid. Instead, the amount would be shown separately in the payment plan grid at the top of
the Account module. And instead of being included in ordinary Aging report, amounts due for
the payment plan would be tracked by running the Payment Plan Report.
If the treatment has not yet been completed, then it will be necessary to edit the Tx Completed
Amt box. As the work is completed, this amount should be kept up to date. Only this amount
will be subtracted from the patient's account, keeping them from ending up with a credit due
to the payment plan.
When running Billing, payment plans due are always included, and the amount due for the
payment plan shows in the last column of the list of generated bills. Bills are triggered to be
printed a set number of days in advance of when the payment is actually due. The number of
days can be changed in Misc Setup. The payment plan info will show in separate grid on each
bill/statement. The amortization charges are determined by the date range selected to show
for the statement. The amount due on a payment plan will be added to the total amount due
at the top of a statement.
Once you have entered the terms of the payment plan, click the Create Schedule button to
generate an amortization schedule and place a note in the box at the bottom for future
reference. You can clear the schedule and try again or double-click to edit individual charges.
The principal and interest are only calculated automatically as part of the create schedule
function.
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Create Payment Plan



While in the patient's "Account" module, click on the "Payment Plan" button.
The "Payment Plan" dialog will open.






Populate the fields as required.
Click on the "Create Schedule" button.
Click on the "Print" button.
Click on the "OK" button.

Tracking Expected Insurance Payments




There is a checkbox at the top of the payment plan window to designate any payment
plan to be used for tracking expected insurance payments. For instance, if you do
orthodontics for $4,000, insurance might pay $1000. But they won't pay it all at once.
They might pay it in four installments of $250 each. So, you would set up a payment
plan to track these installments and to make the patient balance show correctly.
Create the insurance payment plan when you get the first payment from insurance
along with the EOB. Check the box at the top. The guarantor for an insurance payment
plan is always simply the patient. Create the amortization schedule based on the
information on the EOB. But you can be more flexible with the dates on an insurance
payment plan. As each payment comes in over the next year, you should delete the
corresponding payment plan charge so that all that remains is the future
charges. Payments made to an insurance payment plan will not show as line items
within the payment plan window. There is no way to "attach" insurance payments to
any payment plan. Instead, all insurance payments will affect the main Account
module balance and aging. So, the only way to keep the balances accurate is to delete
the payment plan charges from inside the payment plan window as the payments come
in.
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Recurring Credit Card Charges
This allows charging patient's credit card every month automatically. Recurring charges
currently works with X-charge merchant processing system only.
Setting up Recurring Charges
From the account module, click on 'Credit Card Manage' button on the right. Following dialog
opens.

Double click on the Credit Card number that has previously been entered.




Populate the fields as needed.
Click the 'OK' button when done.

Recurring charges run after the recurring charge date and will always be backdated to the
recurring charge date unless there is a Security lock date in place to prevent it. The entry
date will always reflect the actual date of entry. Recurring charges should always be run prior
to a Production and Income Report, Payment report, Aging Report or sending statements to
prevent confusion.
Launching Credit Card Recurring Charges



In the top tool bar, click on 'Tools'.
Click on 'CC Recurring Charges', the following dialog will open.
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Select which patients you wish to charge and ten press the Send button. When it is
finished charging the cards, the “Counts” section will reflect the number of successfully
“Charged” and “Failed” cards. Whatever patients remaining in the list will be the ones
that failed. Double click on any row to go directly to that patients Account.
This window can be left open so that it's easier to view each patient's account but be
sure to hit the Refresh button when returning to this window before charging more
cards so that you have the most recent list of cards needing to be charged.
Recurring charges can be set up for payment plans. Once set up, payment plans will
start showing up in this list just like normal recurring charges do.

Repeating Charges
A repeating charge adds a balance to the patient's account each month. In contrast, to charge
a credit card for payment, see Recurring Charges. The Repeating Charges feature can be
turned on in Show Features.
Setup a Repeating Charge:





In the Account module, click Repeating Charge to open the Procedure Codes window.
Select the Procedure Code that will be added to the patient's account for the repeating
charge. The procedure code must have a Treatment Area of 'Mouth', and cannot
require a tooth number, surface, arch, or quadrant.
Enter the repeating charge details.

Charge Amount: Enter the monthly charge amount manually, or, in the Calculate Charge
Amount area, enter the Total Amount, the Number of Charges, and then press Calculate to
automatically fill the Charge Amount field.
Date Start: Automatically filled in with today's date but can be changed.
Date Stop: Enter the last date the repeating charge should be added to the patient's
account. If left blank, the repeating charge will be added to the account indefinitely when the
Repeating Charges tool is run. The charge will stop when a stop date is entered, or the
Enabled box is unchecked.
Creates Claim: Check this box to automatically create a Claim for this procedure when the
Repeating Charges tool is run. The patient must have Insurance and the Procedure cannot
be marked 'Do Not Bill to Ins'. The Date of Service will be the procedure date, and the claim
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status will be waiting to send. If the patient has a secondary insurance plan, a secondary
claim will also be created with a status of Hold.
Enabled: When checked, this repeating charge will be added to the patient's account until
the stop date. When unchecked the repeating charge is disabled and can be safely deleted
without affecting the patient's account.
Note: Enter a note. Click the checkbox to copy the note to the Billing Note on the Procedure
Info window, Misc tab.
Manual: Click to add the repeating charge procedure to the patient's account, regardless of
whether or not the patient is due for their repeating charge. A new repeating charge procedure
will be added each time you click the button. This method will not create a claim
automatically.
Run the Repeating Charges Tool

To add the repeating charge procedure to a patient's account balance each month, and create
any necessary claims, run the Repeating Charges tool. This should always be done before
creating each Billing batch. In the Main Menu, click Tools, Repeating Charges.

Payments
Post Patient Payment/Prepayment



All payments are posted form the patient's account module.
To post a patient payment, click on the "Payment" button.



The "Payment" dialog will open.
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Populate the fields in the upper left as needed.
Select a payment type.
Enter any desired notes.
Click ok, if it’s not a prepayment.
If it’s a prepayment, then click on "Prepay" button to complete the payment entry.
On clicking "Ok", pay split (unearned type = prepayment) for the total prepayment
amount will be created.

Allocating a Prepayment


Click on the arrow next to the "Payment" button in the Accounts module and then
click on "Allocate Unearned".



The following dialogue will open.



Highlight the procedures to attach to the payment and click ok.
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Pay splits for the selected procedures and unallocated amount will be auto-created,
offsetting each other to equal 0.

Split Payment



From within the Payment dialog, click on the "Add Split" button.
The "Edit Payment split" dialog will open.




In the "Amount" field, enter the amount portion of the payment to be applied.
In the "Patient" field, select the patient that the payment portion is to be applied to
and click on the "OK" button.
Click on the "Add Split" button again.
In the "Amount" field, enter the amount portion of the payment to be applied.
In the "Patient" field, select the patient that the payment portion is to be applied to
and click on the "OK" button.
Continue entering payment splits until the total of all the splits equal the total of the
check. Once all the pay splits have been entered.
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Attach Pay Split to Procedures




From within the “Payment” dialog, enter the total amount of the check in the “amount”
field.
Click on the “Add Split” button, the “Edit Payment Split” dialog will open.
In the “Amount” field, enter the amount that is to be post to a procedure.
Click on the “Attach” button.



The “Select Procedure” dialog will open.








Double left click on the selected procedure.
This will take you back to the “Edit Payment Split” dialog.
Click on the “OK” button, this take you back to the “Payment” dialog.
Click on the “Add Split” button.
Enter the next amount to be posted to a procedure and click on the “Attach” button.
Double left click on the next procedure to post a payment to and click on the “OK”
button within the “Edit Payment Split” dialog.
Repeat these steps until all splits equal the total of the check.
Once all payment splits have been attached to procedures and the total of the splits
equal the total amount being paid, click on the "OK" button.






Payment Plan Payment
Post Payment for Payment Plan



From the "Account" module of the guarantor, click on the "Payment" button.
The "payment" dialog will open.
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In the "Amount" field (upper left); enter the amount of the payment to be applied to
the payment plan.
In the "Check #" field, enter the check number.
In the "Bank/Branch" field, enter the bank/branch number.
Make sure that the "Attached to Payment Plan" box is checked (bottom center).
Click on the "OK" button.

Split Patient Payment with Payment Plan Payment
If a check is received that contains payment for both regular patient payment and a payment
for a payment plan, then go to the account module for the guarantor of the patient that has
the payment plan.


Click on the "Payment" button. The "Payment" dialog will open.



In the upper left, enter the total amount of the check; check number, and the
bank/branch number.
In "Payment Splits" double left click on the listed patient.
The "Edit Payment Split" dialog will open.
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In the "Amount" field (upper left); enter the amount that is to be posted towards the
payment plan.
Make sure that the "Attached to Payment Plan" box is checked.
Click the "OK" button.

Enter payment splits not posted to a payment plan:



In the "Payment" dialog, under "Edit Splits", click on the "Add Split" button.
The "Edit Payment Split" dialog will open again.



In the "Amount" field (upper left); enter the amount that is to be posted for the next
family member.
Under "Patient", click on the patient that the payment is for.
Make sure that the "Attached to Payment Plan" is NOT checked.
Click on the "OK" button.
Continue to enter payment splits until the total of all the splits equals the total of the
check.
When finished entering payment splits, click on the "OK" button (lower right of the
Payment dialog).







Insurance Payment
When you receive payment from an insurance company, it will come with an EOB (Explanation
of Benefits). It is common for the insurance company to combine multiple patients on one
EOB and send one check to cover all the claims. Practice-Web Dental is organized so that you
first enter the payment amount for each individual patient, and then you create an insurance
check that includes all the payment splits. You would first go into each patient on the EOB
list, double click on the appropriate claim in the "Account" module, and enter the payment.
Payments can be entered by total amount or itemized by procedure. At the upper right of the
"Edit Claim" window are three buttons in the "Enter Payment" section: "Total", "By
Procedure", and "Supplemental". All payments are tracked as claim procedures, whether they
are itemized as part of an existing dental procedure, or entered as a completely separate total
payment.
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Insurance Payment Splits by Total Claim Payment



From the patient's account module, double left click on the claim that is listed on the
EOB.




The "Edit Claim" dialog will open.
In the upper right of the "Edit Claim" dialog, under "Enter Payment", click on "Total".



The "Edit Claim Procedure" dialog will open.



In the lower right, under "Claim Info", verify that the figures are correct for each field,
otherwise correct each field as needed.
If the insurance payment is less than the Insurance Estimate and you want to write
off the insurance remainder, then in the "Write Off" field, enter the amount that is to
be written off.
When finished, click on the "OK" button in the lower right.
Repeat this process until all the splits have been made for all the patients that are
listed on the EOB.
To finalize all the Insurance payments from the EOB and enter the check number,
please read the instructions under “Post Insurance Check”. This must be done before
entering payments from another EOB.







Insurance Payment Splits by Procedure




From the patient's account module, double left click on the claim that is listed on the
EOB.
The "Edit Claim" dialog will open.
In the upper right of the "Edit Claim" dialog, under "Enter Payment", click on "By
Procedure".
The "Enter Payment" dialog will open.
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Verify that the figures are correct in the "Ins Pay" field for each line item; if not then
make the corrections as needed.
If the insurance payment is less than the Insurance Estimate and you want to write
off the insurance remainder, then in the "Write Off" field, enter the amount that is to
be written off.
In the "Remarks" field, enter remarks as needed.
When finished, click on the "OK" button in the lower right.
Repeat this process until all the splits have been made for all the patients that are
listed on the EOB.
To finalize all the Insurance payments from the EOB and enter the check
number, please read the instructions under “Post Insurance Check”. This
must be done before entering payments from another EOB.

Finalizing Insurance Payment






After entering the last split while still in the "Edit Claim" dialog, click on the "Finalize
Payment" button.
The "Edit Insurance Claim Check" dialog will open.

Verify that only the patients that the payments were entered from the EOB are present
in the “Claim payment Splits” and that the figure in the “Amount” field equals the
amount of the insurance check.
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Enter the check number, bank/branch number and any desired notes.

Click on the "OK" button.
The Insurance Payment (EOB) dialogue will open. Verify that only the patients that
the payments were entered from the EOB are present in the “Attach to this Payment”
field and that the figure in the “Amount” field equals the amount of the insurance
check.
To scan the EOB on this payment, click on the Scan EOB button on the lower left.

Click the "Scan EOB" button and then click on the "Scan:" button The following dialog
will open.

Select your scanner then click on "Select". Click "Close" to save.

Capitation Check Payment
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To enter the monthly capitation check that is received from the capitation carrier, create a
dummy patient with the same name as the capitation carrier. Apply all payments to that
patient as patient checks.
Create a Dummy Patient








From the main Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Select Patient".
The "Select Patient" dialog will open.
Click on the "Add Pt" button.
The "Edit Patient Information" dialog will open.
Enter the capitation carrier name in the Last Name and “Cap” in first name.
Enter the Capitation carrier's address and phone number.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Post Monthly Capitation Check




From the "Account" module, click on "Select Patient".
In the "Select Patient" module, locate and go to the dummy patient that represents
the capitation carrier that the check is from.
Click on "Payment".
The "Payment" dialog will open.







Enter the Check amount.
Enter the Check number.
Enter the Bank/Branch number.
Enter any desired notes.
Click on the "OK" button, when finished.




Set the account balance to zero
After the Capitation check has been posted, you will see that the account has a credit balance
in the amount of the check. You will want to enter an adjustment to zero the account balance.



Click on "Adjustment".
The "Edit Adjustment" dialog will open.
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Enter the amount of the Capitation check.
From within the "Addition" column, click on "Balance out Cap Check" (if this choice is
not available, then you can create it in "Adj Types" in "Definitions" under "Setup").
Enter any desired notes.
Click on "OK", when finished.

Adjustments

Post Adjustments



Adjustments are made in the Account module.
The adjustment may be either an addition or a subtraction. The types available are
determined by how you set them up in Definitions. Adjustments are always attached
to a single patient and the provider that you select from the list. It is often helpful to
make a note about the adjustment, and it is advisable to make the date of the
adjustment the same as the date of the payment or procedure that it relates to.




Enter the Adjustment amount.
Select the provider.
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Select an adjustment type from either the "Additions" or Subtractions" column.
Enter adjustment notes, if any, and then click on the "OK" button.

Insurance Claims
Insurance claims are created from the Account module. A single claim can be created for all
unsent procedures regardless of the date of service, or, a claim can be created for selected
procedures. Every claim has a status. When you create a claim for a patient with dual
coverage, both claims are automatically created at the same time. The primary claim will have
a status of “Not Sent” and the secondary claim will have a status of “Hold”. The secondary
claim will stay in the patient's account with “Hold” status until the primary claim payment is
received. Once the primary claim payment is received, you can send the secondary claim.

Create New Insurance Claim


From the Account module, click on the "Ins New Claim" button.



The "Edit Claim" dialog will open with all unsent procedures attached to the claim,
regardless of the date of service.




For narratives to be printed on the claim, enter the narrative in the "Claim Note" field.
The claim can be previewed, printed, or sent electronically at this time or the claim
can be sent to batch to be printed or sent electronically at a later time.
To preview the claim, click on the "Preview" button.
To print the claim now, click on the "Print" button.
To send the claim electronically now, click on the "Send" button (Clearing house must
be set up first).
To send this claim to batch for electronic batch transmission, click on the "OK" button
in the lower right of the "Edit Claim" dialog.






Create Insurance Claim for Selected Procedures





From the Account module, drag the left mouse button or hold the "Ctrl" key down on
the Keyboard and click on the desired procedures to highlight them.
After all the desired procedures have been selected, then click on the "New Claim"
button.
The "Edit Claim" dialog will open with all the selected procedures attached to the claim.
For narratives to be printed on the claim, enter the narrative in the "Claim Note" field.
The claim can be previewed or printed at this time or the claim can be sent to batch
to be printed at a later time.
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To send the claim electronically now, click on the "Send" button (Clearing house must
be set up first) or click on the "Print" button to print the claim now.
Click on the "OK" button in the lower right of the "Edit Claim" dialog to send this claim
to batch.

Send Electronic or Print Paper Insurance Claims
The insurance claim is created in the account module of the patient. Once the claim is created
and has been sent to Queue it will show in "Send Claims" module. The setting in the insurance
plan determines whether it will show as an e-claim or a paper claim. To print all paper claims,
click Print. If you have selected some claims first, only those claims will print. You can also
select eclaims as well as paper claims before clicking the print button if you wish to manually
print eclaims. The Blank button prints a blank ADA claim form.
After the claims are sent, their status is changed to 'probably sent' so that you have a chance
to verify that they were sent. If there was a problem when sending, you can simply highlight
the appropriate claims and click send or print again. Finally, you click the 'Status Sent' button,
which changes any claims with a 'probably sent' status to 'sent-confirmed’ and removes them
from the Probably Sent list. This process ensures that a claim does not get misplaced or lost
someplace between the patient account module and the electronic claims service or the
printer.

Print Paper Claims



In the lower left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Manage".
Then click on "Send Claims". The following dialog will open.




To Print all Claims in queue, click on the "Print" Button
The following dialog will open.



Click on the "OK" button.
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All paper claims will be printed.
To print selected claims that are in queue, hold the "Ctrl" key down on your keyboard
and click on the desired claims.
Once the selected claims are highlighted, click on the "Print" button. Only the selected
claims will print.

Preview Claim




To preview claim, select a claim from the list.
Click on the "Preview" button.
A preview of the ADA form will open with all the claim information. This information
can only be previewed, it cannot be edited.

Print Blank Insurance Form



Click on the "Blank” button.
A blank insurance form will print out, ready to be filled out by hand.

E-Claims Sent




After successful transmission of e-claims, all claims will move to the bottom.
If you need to resend a claim, highlight in the bottom window and click on “Undo”.
Any past claims history can be retrieved and printed for the record.

Send Electronic Claims
Send Electronic Claims using ClaimConnect (EDI Health Group)
Before sending electronic claims to ClaimConnect, you must have a registered account with
EDI Heath Group. You can register by going online at www.dentalxchange.com or calling 1800-576-6412.
Setup ClaimConnect in Practice-Web Dental as Default
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From the main “Setup” menu go to “Family/Insurance” and click on “Clearinghouses”.
The following dialog will open.



In Description, double left-click on ClaimConnect (Web Claim) item.






Clearinghouse ID is filled in.
In the “Login ID” field, enter your user name.
In the “password” field, enter your password.
Claim Export path shall be C:\Claimconnect\Upload (create the folder if it does not
exist). Create the folder C:\Claimconnect\Reports for reports.
Format is X12 and Comm Bridge is Web Claim.
Make sure that the “Is Default” box is checked.
Click on the “OK” button.





Transmit E-claims to ClaimConnect


Click on “Manage”, click on “Send Claims”, the following dialog will open.



Click on the “Send E-Claims” button. The following dialog will open.



Click on the “OK” button and wait for the following dialog to open.
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Click on the “OK” button.
All claims that were sent will now move to the bottom window.

View Status and read report for claims sent to ClaimConnect






From the “Send Claims” dialog (Tools/Send Claims), click on the “View Reports”
button.
This will open your Internet Explorer web browser and will open in the Dentalxchange
web site.
Click on Log In.
The Log In web page will open, enter your user name and password then click on the
“Log In” button.
Form here you will be able check the status of your claims and see if there are
validation errors. If there are any claims that have validation error, you will be able to
correct any missing or incorrect information. You will also be able to see if the
insurance companies are requesting more information.

Real-time Insurance Benefits


Practice-Web provides a real-time patient eligibility and insurance benefits service for
major carriers through ClaimConnect for a nominal monthly fee. The service can be
activated within Practice-Web software and it provides real-time eligibility and
insurance benefits information within seconds and it also updates the benefits in the
database.

Send Electronic Claims using Renaissance
Before Claims can be sent to Renaissance, the Remote light 2 software must be installed and
configured. Below are different ways to send claims to Renaissance, based on Internet access.
Follow the directions that apply to your office.
Set Renaissance as the default Clearing House


Click on “Setup”, click on “Clearinghouses”. The following dialog will open.
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In Description, double-click on Renaissance item.




Make sure that the “Is Default” box is checked.
Click on the “OK” button.

Send E-Claims using High Speed Internet (DSL, Cable, T1, etc.)









In the main Practice-Web Dental screen, click on the “Manage” button.
From within the Manage dialog, click on “SEND CLAIMS”.
The “Send Claims” dialog will open.
Click on the “Send E-Claims” button.
Once Remote Lite 2 is open, the claims to be sent will be listed in the box. Click the
“Send Claims” button to start sending the claims. After claims are sent, a box will pop
up that says “Claims Sent”, click “OK”. Sending is now complete.
After the claims have been sent to Renaissance, click on File (upper left) and click on
Quit.
In the Send Claims dialog, click on the Status Sent button, the following dialog will
open.
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Click on the “OK” button.

Electronic EOBs (ERA 835)
The ERA 835, also known as electronic remittance advice format or ERA, is an electronic
Explanation of Benefits (EOB). If your clearinghouse offers ERAs, this can simplify your data
entry process. Practice-Web will auto-populate insurance paid amounts by claim, based on
the ERA_835. Review and verify claims and amounts to mark the status as 'received',
then Enter the Insurance Payment by creating the check.
ERA 835 reports sent by a clearinghouse show on the Send Claims window in the History grid
with a Type of ERA_835.

The report must already be downloaded to the
the Clearinghouse. Not all insurance carriers offer ERAs.

Report

Path

specified

for

The status of each ERA is indicated in the AckCode column.
- If blank, some or all claims on the ERA do not have a 'received' status. Open the ERA and
verify the remaining claims.
- If 'Received', all claims have been visited and payment amounts verified. For these claims
you can then enter the Insurance Payment to create the check.
Review and Verify the Claims and Payment Amount
1.

Double click the ERA row in the History grid.
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Raw Message: View the message text. See Raw Message below
Provider Adjustments grid: Double click a row to open a simple window that can
be used to copy text.
Claims Paid grid: A list of all claims in the ERA.
Claim Details: View details about the selected claim. See Claim Details below.
Print: Click to preview, then print the ERA. See Print the ERA below.

2. Double click on a paid claim to verify its payment information. If a matching claim is
found in Practice-Web, the following window will open. See Technical Details below on
how claims are matched to patients.
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EOB Claim Adjustments, EOB Procedure Breakdown and EOB Totals are read only and for
reference when entering payments. Amounts from the ERA will auto-populate into the
appropriate fields.
3. Verify that entered amounts are accurate.






The Total Payment row reflects "by total" payments. It may include payments for
procedures that are not itemized on the ERA.
The EOB totals should match the Totals under Enter Payments.
If an amount is incorrect, investigate by double clicking on the payment to open the
Claim Procedure window or viewing Claim Details (see below)
Deductible: Move all deductible amounts to the selected row (it can be any row,
including Total Payment).
Write-offs are usually auto-calculated using the following formula: (procedure fee) (insurance payment) - (deductible). Insurance paid and deductible are initially set to
the exact values in the ERA. They can be changed, but if so, you must manually
change Write-off and Allowed amounts also.

4. Click OK to mark the claim as 'received'.
5. Repeat steps 2 - 4 for each claim on the ERA.
6. Once every claim is marked 'Received', double click on the last claim again to open the Edit
Claim window, then click Create Ins. Payment to create the check.
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Logic: Sometimes EOBs do not itemize payments by procedure. In these cases, paid
amounts are assigned to the Total Payment amount. If procedure payments are known
(itemized), then those payments will be subtracted from the Total Payment amount, and
amounts are indicated in each procedure row. When all procedures are itemized, and there
are no claim adjustments, there will be no Total Payment entry because it is unnecessary.
Claim Details
Click on Claim Details to view a breakdown of claim details.
Double click the Claim Adjustments, Claim Adjudication Info, or Supplemental Info grid to
open a simple window that can be used to copy message text. In order to view details about
procedures, double click a row in the Procedure Breakdown grid.

Double click a grid to open a simple window that can be used to copy text.
Print the ERA
Click Print on the Electronic Remittance Advice (ERA) window to open a preview of the ERA.
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Click print to send the ERA to the default printer. The ERA will print exactly as it appears on
the Print Preview window.
Troubleshooting
Problem:
The
ERA-835
does
not
list
in
the Send
Claims History
grid.
Solution: To show in the grid, the report must already be downloaded into the Report Path
specified in Clearinghouse Setup. Some clearinghouses (e.g. ClaimConnect) do not
automatically download reports to the Report Path. In these cases, you can often view the
reports on the clearinghouse website, and manually download to the report folder.
Technical Details
How Practice-Web matches a claim to a patient:



The date of service and claim fee must match what is in Practice-Web.
The Claim Identifier must exactly match or partially match at least the first 15
characters of the Claim Identifier; OR the patient first name and last name must match
(not case sensitive), and the subscriber ID must exactly match or partially match all
but the last 1 or 2 characters.

Treatment Plans
You can edit a procedure by double clicking on the procedure from the Treatment Plan module,
or the Chart module.
Edit Tx Plan Procedures


From the Treatment Plan module, double-click on posted procedure to edit.
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Date of Service can be changed by entering a new date in the "Date" field.
The ADA code and description can be changed by clicking on the "Change" button
and selecting a new code from the list.
Depending on the code, you can edit the Tooth and Surfaces.
To edit the fee, highlight the "Amount" field and enter the desired fee.
You may assign one diagnosis to a procedure by selecting it from the "Diagnosis"
column.
You can change providers from the "Provider" column, if a provider other than the
assigned provider performed the service.
You can change the procedure status by selecting the statue from the "Procedure
Status" column.
You can enter any procedure notes in the "Notes" field.
When finished, click on the "OK" button.

Prioritize Treatments
The treatment plan is a prioritized list of treatment that the patient needs. After entering
needed treatment from the Chart module, you can move to this module to organize it for the
patient.
Priorities are set up by the user from under Setup\Definitions. Priorities can be numbers,
letters, or words up to 7 characters. Once the priorities have been setup in Definitions, the
list at the right of the TX plan module will show the priorities have been created in the
Definition module. The list is used to assign priorities to the procedures on the treatment plan.
Select any number of procedures, holding down the control key for multiple selections. Then
click on an item in the Set Priority list, and the priorities will be assigned and the order of the
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procedures on the list rearranged accordingly. You can also set priorities as you enter
treatment in the Chart module and within the Procedure Edit window.
In the Treatment Plans list at the top, you will see that there is a 'Default' Treatment Plan in
addition to any saved Treatment Plans. The Default Treatment Plan will change. For instance,
as procedures get completed, they will no longer show on the Default Treatment Plan. So
anytime you give a Treatment Plan to a patient, it is strongly recommended to use the "Save
TP" button in the toolbar to save a copy. This creates a permanent archive that you can refer
back to when talking with a patient. The other purpose for allowing multiple Treatment Plans
is if you want to give the patient alternate Treatment Plans. Add all procedures to the Default
Treatment Plan. Then, highlight some of them, and click "Save TP". Do the same for any
alternate Treatment Plans.
Prioritize Treatment Plan


From the patient's Treatment Plan module, hold the Ctrl key down on the keyboard
and click on the treatment to organize into one priority.



To the right of the Treatment Plan list, under "Priorities" in the "Set" column, select
the priority that you want the selected codes to be set to.
The selected codes will now be grouped by the selected priority.



Create Alternate Treatment Plans
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While in Treatment Plan module, hold the Ctrl key down and click on the treatment
that will be placed in the alternate/archived Treatment plan.
Click on the "Save TP" button (center top on dialog).
The selected codes will now be grouped by the selected priority.

View Treatment Plan by selected Priority



In the View list select the priority to be viewed. E.g. ‘Visit1’.
Only the selected priority treatment will be displayed.

Insurance Benefits Summary
You can view remaining insurance benefits in the lower right of the Treatment Plan module.
You can tell at a glance how much insurance has been used and how much of the treatment
can be done before insurance runs out.

Print/Sign/E-mail Treatment Plan
If you want to present two different treatment plans to a patient, then alternate TX plans
must be created from the current TX plan. For example, all proposed treatment would be
entered from the "Chart" module, then from the TX plan module, highlight treatment that will
be on the alternate TX Plan 1 and click on "Save TP". Repeat for the second alternate TX plan.
After this has been done, click on the Proposed TX Plan and click on the "Print TP" button.
Treatment Plans can also be signed by the patient and E-Mailed to the patient. To have the
patient sing a treatment plan you must have installed on the computer a Topaz signature pad.
Practice-Web Dental is compatible with the Topaz T-S460-HSB or the TL460-HSB.
Print Default Treatment Plan
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At the top of the TX Plan module, select "Default TX Plan".
Click on the "Print TP".

Print Alternate/Archived TX Plan



At the top of the Tx Plan module, select the desired alternate Tx plan.
Click on the "Print TP".

Sign Saved Treatment Plan




Only Saved Treatment Plans can be signed. Default Treatment Plans cannot be signed.
After a treatment plan has been saved, select the Proposed Treatment Plan from the
upper window and click on "Sign TP".
Click on "Sign Topaz" and have the patient sign using the Topaz signature Pad. Then
click the "OK" button.

E-mail Saved Treatment Plans







Before Treatment Plans can be E-Mailed to patients, the patient's e-mail must be
stored in the Patient Information in the Family Module and the office's e-mail account
must be configure in Practice-Web Dental in Setup/E-Mail.
While in the Treatment Plan Module, select either the Default or Proposed TP.
Click on the “Email TP” button in the upper tool bar.
The Treatment Plan will be attached to the email as a PDF file.
Add any desired message and click on the "Send" button.

Update Fees
Treatment plan fees can be updated to the current fee scheduled, this is done by the individual
patient from within the Treatment Plan module, or it may be done globally from List\Procedure
Codes.
Update Fees by Individual Patient



From within the "Treatment Plan" module of the selected patient, click on the "Update
Fees" button.
All procedures with outdated fees will be updated to the current fee schedule.
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Update Fees Globally





Click on Lists Menu (top left).
From the drop-down menu, click on "Procedure Codes".
The Procedure Code dialog will open.
From within the procedure Code dialog in the lower right under Fee Schedules, click
on the "Fee Tools" button.



In the lower right, under "Global Update Fees", click on the "Update" button.
Click ok to update fees.

Pre-Authorization
Create Pre-Authorization Form


From the Treatment Plan module while ‘Current’ or default is highlighted, hold the
"Ctrl" key on the keyboard and click on the desired treatment(s) that is to be
attached to the Preauthorization form. Consecutive treatments can be dragged by
left button of the mouse.

After the procedures have been selected, click on the "Preauthorization" button.


The "Select Insurance Plan" dialog will open.
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Click on the desired insurance plan.
Click on the relationship to subscriber and click on the "OK" button.
The "Edit Claim form" dialog will open.
To print now, click on the "Print" button.
To print later in one batch, click on the "OK" button.
After the Pre-Auth form has been created, there will be a reference to the Pre-Auth
in the upper right of the Treatment Plan dialog.



If the Pre-Authorization reference is selected, then the treatments attached to the
Pre-Auth. form will be highlighted in the treatment plan list.

Treatment Plan Analyzer (Manager)
Practice-Web provides a unique module to analyze all patients with incomplete treatment
plans and remaining insurance benefits based on selected procedures, date range and
providers. It will then generate postcards, mailing labels or create a report for selected list of
patients with proposed treatments.


Click on “Manage” button (lower left) and then click on the "TX Plan Analyzer" button
(upper left). The Tx Plan Analyzer dialog will open.
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Set the date for how far back the Analyzer is to look for treatment plans.
The "Primary Unused Benefits" will automatically be checked, if secondary
insurance benefits are to be included in the list, then place a check mark in "Secondary
Unused Benefits" box and enter a dollar amount in the greater than (>) box to have
the analyzer to only conceder benefits greater than the entered dollar amount.
Select the desired billing types then click on the "Create List" button.
Click “OK’ to continue. The following dialog will open.





Click on the "Preview" button to print Postcards.
Click on the "Labels" button to print Mailing Labels.
Click on the "Run Report" button to print a Report.




Billing Statements
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Individual billing statements can be printed from the patient's Account module or all billing
statements can be printed in one batch.

Print Individual Billing Statements


From within the selected patient's Account module.




Click on the "Statement" button.
The “Print” dialog will open. Click on the “OK” button to print.

Statement Print Options



To select printing parameters on the statement, click on the down arrow to the right
side of the “Statement” button.



Click on “More Options”, the following dialog will open.
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Make the desired selections and click on the "OK" button.
A billing statement will print out that falls within the selected parameters.

Walkout Statement


To the right of the “Statement” button, click on the down arrow button then click on
"Walkout".

E-Mail Statement


To the right of the “Statement” button, click on the down arrow button then click on
"Email".

The E-mail dialog will open with Statement attached as a PDF file. Click on the "Send" button
to email the billing statement.
Print Receipt


After entering a patient payment in the account module.
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Then to the right of the “Statement” button, click on the down arrow button then click
on "Receipt" to print it.

View Previous Sent Billing Statements


From the Account module, double-click on the desired statement line item.

Batch Billing Statements
Please Note: Default billing statement due date can be setup in “Miscellaneous" under
“Setup”.



Click on the "Manage" module on the lower left side of main screen.
Click on "Billing", in the Manage module.

Make the desired selections (if any); click on "Create List" in the following dialog.
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Click on the "Print" button to print all the billing statements in one batch. Unselect any
name by holding control key followed by left button.

Quick Paste Notes
It is common to need to insert a frequently used note into a text field.
These notes are all organized into a single interface with multiple categories. You can access
the notes or insert a date by right clicking on any text box. Or, you can type a ? Followed by
an abbreviation, and your note will immediately be inserted in place of the abbreviation. This
makes inserting notes very fast. Multi-line notes are allowed.

Add Quick Paste Category


From within any note field, click the right mouse button. The following dialog will open.




Left click on “Insert Quick Note”.
The Quick Paste Note dialog will open.
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Click on the “Add” button. The “Edit Quick Paste Category” dialog will open.




In the “Description” field, enter the name of the new category.
Select a default for type and click the “OK” button. A category can be used only once
with any abbreviated note.
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Add New Quick Paste Note



From within any note field, click the right mouse button.
Left click on “Insert Quick Note”. The Quick Paste Note dialog will open.







In the upper left, select a category.
At the bottom of the dialog, click on the “Add” button.
The “Edit Quick Paste Note” dialog will open.
In the “Abbreviation” field, type the abbreviation of this new note.
In the “Note” field, type the new note then click on the “OK” button.

Setup/Edit Auto Notes








Click on Setup Menu then click on Auto Notes.
To edit an existing Auto Note, double-click on the desired auto note from within the
list, or to add a new auto note, click on the Add button.
An auto note is mostly just a big block of static text. Within that text, you can insert
Prompts. The available prompts for all auto notes are in the list on right. Highlight a
prompt and click Insert button to place it within the note.
To edit an existing prompt, Double click on a prompt in the Available Prompts list, or
to add a new prompt to the list, click on the Add button.
There are currently three types of prompts. An "OneResponse" prompt will let the
user pick one from a list of options. Define the list by entering one
Item per row. A "MultiResponse" prompt will let the user pick multiple responses from
a list. A "Text" prompt will prompt the user to enter free-form text. You would typically
leave the large text box blank. If you do enter some text in the box, it will be the
default and a user will be able to change it.
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Image Management
Imaging is a general term to describe a wide variety of activities involving the capture and
storage of images and documents. This would include scanning documents, taking patient
photos with a digital camera, scanning x-rays, etc. The Images module has some basic
imaging capabilities, which can handle scanning, importing, cropping, capturing, and storing
images.
For more complex imaging requirements, you will need imaging software. It is very common
to use one program for dental practice management and a different program for image
management. If you are using digital x-rays, then your hardware vendor will have an imaging
program you can purchase. Examples of X-ray systems that already bridge to Practice-Web
Dental are Dexis, Schick, Gendex VixWin, Owandy, Trophy, Light Year and Suni. There are
also stand-alone products such as TigerView and Apteryx, which work very well.
The best way to link the imaging program to Practice-Web Dental is with a bridge. This is a
simple link, which lets you avoid having to enter the name of a patient twice. It allows you to
have single click access to the images from the Chart module.

Documents & Images


Once the patient has been selected, click on the "Images" button.





The "Images" module has the ability to scan, import, paste any images.
Documents and Images can be cropped, zoomed in, and zoomed out.
Images can also be imported by simply dragging from a windows folder to any folder
under images module

Scanning and Capturing Images
Practice-Web Dental has the ability to capture images from any TWAIN-compliant capture
device, such as an inter-oral camera, scanners, etc.
 From the Patient’s Image module, click on the folder that stores the image.
 Click on the “Scan” button, a dialog will open with a list of all the TWAIN compliant
capture devices. Select the desired capture device.
 Capture the image then click on the save button.
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Manage
Manage Module comprises four areas, namely, Send Claims (E-claims of Print claims in batch),
Tasks List, Deposit Slips, Supply Inventory and Time Clock.

Deposit Slips
From within the "Manage" module, click on the "Deposit Slip" button.






The list will display all deposits ever made. (It will not show deposits you made under old
versions of the program that did not have this feature).
Click Add to create a new deposit slip.
Highlight the patient payment type (lower right)
Click on the "Refresh" button.
Once you click OK to save the deposit slip, any attached payments are locked and not
allowed to change.

Supply Inventory
Supply inventory helps to keep track of Suppliers, Equipment, Supplies, and Orders.


Go to Manage Module, click on "SupplyInventory". Then click on “Supplier” to add the list
of suppliers. For better organizing your inventory you can organize your supplies by
category for Example: Prophy, lab, supply etc.
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Add the “Supply Categories” under Setup – Definitions – Supply Categories
Next enter your inventory list under the “Supplies” button.

To Use:










To create an ordering list, make sure that the "Supplier Name" is chosen, then click "New
Order".
Highlight the supply item from the Inventory List and click "Add" to order.

If you have multiple orders pending and you want to see the supplies on that order,
highlight that order under order history and then click the supplies on order tab.
On the supplies on order tab you can double click on the line of a supply item and adjust
the quantity according to the amount needed from the supplies need list. This will also
help calculate the amount of your total order.
When you have contacted the supplier and placed the order, under the order history
double click on the line for the order you placed and click the today button or type in the
date the order was placed. This will change the status of the order from pending and give
you a reference as when the order was place so everyone knows that the supplies are
being delivered.
Make sure that you type in the notes as to when this order was received; again, it will
increase the organization and communication within the office.
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Tasks and To Do Lists
Task lists can be used for daily, weekly, or monthly check off lists, tickler lists, appointment
lists, patient lists, and many other similar types of lists. A task list can have any number of
nested task lists or tasks within it, much like the folder/file concept that everyone is familiar
with. There are User task lists which show in the first tab (see Subscriptions below). There
are ordinary task lists which show in the Main tab. The Repeating task lists are only for setup;
they are like templates for the daily, weekly, and monthly tasks.
Add a Task List




Click on Add Task List. If you enter a date or a date type, then this task list will show
in one of the three dated lists. It is recommended to not enter a date if your task list
is in the main tab. If you set the object type to Patient, then this task list will be
available in the main Toolbar when you click the "To Task List" button. If you set the
object type to Appointment, then this task list will be available in the Appointment Edit
window at the lower right on the button that says, "To Task List".
Any task list that has New tasks inside it will show as orange. It will show the number
of new tasks in parentheses.

Add Task to Task List










In the main tasks window, click Add a Task. Every task is either New, Viewed, or
Done. A New task will show as an orange square in its task list. Once you click on the
orange square, it will turn to an empty square, indicating that is has been viewed and
is no longer new. A second click will mark it as done, causing it to disappear from the
list as well. To show finished tasks, check the box towards the top of the main window
that says Show Finished Tasks.
The entry date and finished date should be automatic but may also be quickly set by
using the Now buttons.
As with the task lists, be sure not to enter a date or date type unless you really want
it to show in one of the specialized dated tabs.
The object type in a task has a very different purpose than the object type in a task
list. Here, it attaches a specific patient or appointment to the task. You can change
which patient or appointment by using the Change button. Or, clicking the Go To
button will take you to that patient or appointment.
The repeating tab is a special place to store task lists and tasks which are considered
to be templates. They will be duplicated many times in one of the three dated tabs.
Only the parent task list can have a date and date type. All child task lists and tasks
are to be left without a date and they will be copied over because they are children of
the dated repeating task list.
When you are in the main Tasks window, you can also right click on tasks and task
lists to perform certain actions like cut-copy-paste, edit properties, subscribe, and
unsubscribe (see below). One more option is Go To which works the same as the Go
To button inside a task. It is only available if the task is attached to a patient or an
appointment.

Subscribing
The first tab is always a special tab just for the current user. To get task lists to show
in the user tab, go to the Main tab, right click on a list or child list, and select
Subscribe. It will then show in the user tab, and all nested tasks and lists will also
show.
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For example, if you want each user to have a task list, then create a task list with each
user's name in the main tab. Have each user log in and subscribe to his/her own task
list as well as to any other shared task lists. An example of a shared task list might
be one called "front desk" which three different users all subscribe to as well as to their
own personal task lists.
You can only subscribe to task lists in the Main tab, not to task lists in one of the dated
tabs. Because of this restriction, the subscription feature cannot be used for repeating
check off lists. But it does work very well for instant messaging functions and follow
up lists. It makes a pleasant chime sound when a new task arrives for the currently
logged in user.

InBoxes







There is a Sent To button at the bottom of the task window. There can also be a Reply
button. Both of these buttons use Inboxes which need to be setup. In the main Tasks
window, there is a Setup button in the toolbar at the upper left.
Go to the Main tab of the Tasks window. Create a Task List for each user, naming it
similarly to the user.
In the list below, assign each user one of the newly created Task Lists as their inbox.
Have each user log in and Subscribe to their inbox Task List by right clicking on it and
selecting Subscribe from the menu.
Users can also subscribe to any other Task Lists such as shared lists. So, in addition
to subscriptions, it is also necessary to assign inboxes. Note that subscriptions and
inboxes are not suitable for repeating dated tasks.

Employee Time Clock
Before the Time Clock can be used, all Employees must be set up in the Employee list. To
clock in, the employee should click their name and then the “Clock In” button. To clock out,
they click their name, then a status below the buttons, then the “Clock Out” button. The
displayed time is the time of the server, so the time may be a minute or two different than
the local computer time. This keeps all clocking in and out consistent throughout the office
and prevents tampering with the computer clock if the server is physically inaccessible.
Setup Pay Periods
Manually Add Pay Periods
Under "Setup", click on "Pay Periods". Click on the "Add" button, the following dialog will
open.




Enter the correct Start Date, End Date, and Paycheck Date then click on the "OK"
button.
Repeat for all pay periods.
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When finished, click on the "Close" button.

Automatically Generate Pay Periods


To enter pay periods click on the "Generate Many" button under the Pay Period
column, the following dialog will open.




Select the Start Date for the first pay period.
Pay period interval: (how long the pay periods will last)
Weekly: Pay periods will last 7 days.
Bi-Weekly: Pay periods will last 14 days.
Monthly (default): Pay periods will last one month.
The # Pay Periods to Generate indicates the number of pay periods that will be
generated.
Pay Day: (the day the employees will be paid)
# Days After Pay Period: Set the paycheck date to a specific number of days after
the end date. To exclude weekends, check the Exclude Weekends box, then select
Pay Before or Pay After. Pay Before will set the paycheck date to the Friday before
the weekend; Pay After will set the paycheck date to the Monday after the weekend.
Day of Week: To enable this option, enter 0 for # Days After Pay Period. Click the
dropdown to select a day of week. The paycheck date will be the first instance of the
day after the end date.
Click "Generate" to generate the pay periods.





Click "OK" to save.
Time Clock



On the left side of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on the "Manage" button.
The lower half of the Manage module will display the Time Clock.

Clock In



Click on the employee name.
Click on the "Clock In" button.
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Clock Out




Click on the employee name.
Click on a status type.
Click on the "Clock Out For:" button.

View and Print Time Card






Click on the employee name and then click on the "View Time Card" button.
Pay periods can be changed (upper left).
Clock events can be adjusted (lower left) by clicking on "Add Adjustment".
Overtime can be computed (lower left) by clicking on "Compute Overtime"
Time cards can be printed (lower right) by clicking on "Print".

Letters
Patient letters can be created, stored, and edited in both the Patient’s Account and Recall
modules. Once a letter has been printed, an entry will be posted to the Communication Log
within the Patient’s Account and Recall module.

Create & Store Form Letters (Sheets)
Before actually generating a letter, you will need to set up one or more letters from within
the 'Sheets' module, to understand more about sheets go to Sheets (custom forms) in Getting
Started.





Letters are generated from the letters button in the Main Toolbar.
By clicking on the 'Letter' button itself a dropdown dialog will open.
Double-click on the desired letter and print or email. The form letters can be added or
modified under Setup menu  Sheets.
After the letter is generated it will be stored at the bottom of the Account module and
in the Chart module progress notes.
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Adhoc Letters (Old)


From any module, click on the down arrow to the right of the “Letters” button in the
upper tool bar.



The following dialog will open.




From the drop-down menu, click on "Letters".
The following dialog will open.

The “Edit Letter” dialog will open.



In the “Description” field enter the name of the letter.
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In the letter field (large white area) type the body of the letter, do not include the
address, greeting, or closing.
When finished, click on the “OK” button in the lower right.

Edit Existing Letters





From within the “Letters” module highlight the existing letter to be edited.
Click on the “EDIT” button.
Change the desired text from within the body of the letter.
When finished, click on the “OK” button.

Print Letter




From within the “Letters” module, highlight the desired letter to be printed.
Click on the “Print” button in the lower right.

Letter Merge (MS Word 2002 or higher)
Setup Letter Merge Categories




From the patient’s account module, under “Letters”, click on “Merge”.
Click on the “Edit Category”, the Definition dialog opens in Letter Categories.
Click on the “Add” button and type in the name of the new category.

Perform Letter Merge




From the Patient’s account module, click on the “Merge” button.
Select the Category followed by the Letter.
Click on the “Data File” button followed by the Click on “Print” Button.

Reports
Daily Reports

Deposit Slips
From within the "Manage" module, click on the "Deposit" button (You may also use Payments
report under Reports menu). The following dialog will open.




The list will show all deposits ever made. (It will not show deposits you made under
old versions of the program that did not have this feature).
Click Add to create a new deposit slip.
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Highlight the patient payment type (lower right)
Click on the "Refresh" button.
Once you click OK to save the deposit slip, any attached payments are locked and not
allowed to change.

Procedures Report
You can view and print completed procedures for a single date or by a date range.

View and Print Completed Procedures by a Single Date



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports" – “Standard”.
Click on "Procedures" under the Daily Reports. The following dialog will open.




Keep the same dates in start and end calendars for the report.
Under "Type", select Individual Procedures or Grouped by Procedure Codes.
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Click on the "OK" button.
The procedure report will display as follows.



To print the report, click on the "Print" button.

View and Print Completed Procedures by Date Range





Select the starting month & date and the ending month & date for the report.
Under "Type", select Individual Procedures or Grouped by Procedure Codes.
Click on the "OK" button.
The procedure report will display. Click on the "Print" button.

Payments Report
You can view and print payments for a single date or by a range of dates.
View and Print Payments for a single date



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports" –“Standard”.
The following dialog will appear.
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Under ‘Daily’, click on “Payments", the following dialog will open.





Select the date range (keep same dates for single date) for the report.
Select payment types and click on the "OK" button.
The report will display as follows.



To print the report, click on the "Print" button.

Adjustments Report
You can view and print adjustments for a single date or by a range of dates.
View and Print Adjustments for a Single Date



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports" – “Standard”.
Under ‘Daily’, click on “Adjustments", the following dialog will open.
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Keep the date unchanged for today.
Select an Adjustment Type or all Adjustment Types.
Select a Provider or all Providers.
Click on the "OK" button.
The report will display as follows.



To print the report, click on the "Print" button.

View and Print Adjustments by Date Range






Select the starting month and date and ending month and date for the report.
Select an Adjustment Type or all Adjustment Types.
Select a Provider or all Providers.
Click on the "OK" button.
The report preview will display. Click on the "Print" button.
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Monthly Reports
In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on “Reports”, there is a section for
monthly reports. All monthly reports should be run every month.






"Aging Report" - Used to generate a list of patients to bill.
"Outstanding Insurance Claims" - Claims that have not been received back from
insurance.
"Procedures Not Billed to Ins" - Procedures that someone forgot to send to insurance.
"Claims Not Sent" - Claims that have been created, but not sent.
"Production and Income" - Not absolutely necessary, but almost all offices track
production and income.

Aging Report
If the Aging has not been calculated for the month, then you will need to do so before running
the Aging Report. This tool recalculates aging for all patients. It will calculate the aging as of
the current date or first of the month closest to today's date.
Since individual families are also updated automatically every time you open their account,
you only need to run aging once per month to update rarely viewed accounts. Depending on
the size of your database, it could take a few minutes. The results can be viewed in various
reports.
You will also be asked if you want to calculate aging if you try to run Billing or run Finance
Charges and the aging has not been calculated for the month.
Once the aging has been calculated, the date is stored in the database, and you will not be
allowed to run it again until the following month.
Calculate Aging



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Tools".
A drop-down menu will open.



Click on "Aging", the following dialog will open.
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Click on the "OK" button. A confirmation dialog will open, click on "OK" again.
After the aging is completed, the following dialog will open.



Click on the "OK" button.

Run Aging Report



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports".
Following dialog will open.



Click on "Aging Report", the following dialog will open.
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Under "Age of Accounts", select "Any Balance" for all accounts or "Over 30 Days",
"Over 60 Days", or "Over 90 Days".
Under "Billing Types", select a billing type. The types you will have available to choose
from may look different than the example depending on how you set up billing types
in the Definitions in the Tools Module. You can select one or more billing types for this
report.
Click on the "OK" button.
The Aging report will open as follows.



To print the report, click on the "Print" button.
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Outstanding Insurance Claims
View and print a report for insurance claims that have been sent, but not received.
View and Print Outstanding Insurance Claims




In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports" – “Standard”.
The Reports dialog will open.
Click on “Outstanding Insurance Claims", the following dialog will open.






In the "Days Old" field, enter the number of days past due.
To get a report for all outstanding claims, leave the "Days Old" field blank.
Click on the "Refresh" button.
To print the report, click on the "Print" button.

Procedures Not Billed Report
You can view and print reports for procedures that have not been billed to insurance for a
single date or by a range of dates.
View and Print Procedures Not Billed by Single Date



In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports" – “Standard”.
Click on "Procedures Not Billed to Insurance", the following dialog will open.
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Enter the From/To dates by clicking on the down arrow, and then select Start date in
the first calendar and end date in the second calendar. Then click on Refresh.
Clinics: If using Clinics, highlight the clinics to include. Click All to select all clinics or
press Ctrl while clicking to select multiple.
Include Medical Procedures: Check this box to include procedures for patients who
have medical insurance.
Automatically Group Procedures: While creating claims from this window, if this box
is checked, the procedures for a patient that have different clinics or place of service,
claims for each clinic/place of service will be created. If unchecked, it will be block
from creating claims when patient procedures have different clinic/place of service.
To print the report, click on the "Print" button.

Claims Not Sent Report
You can view and print a report for claims not sent to insurance for a single day or by a range
of dates.

View and Print Claims Not Sent to Insurance for a Single Day




User’s

In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports".
The Reports dialog will open.
Click on "Claims Not Sent", the date dialog will open.
Leave the bullet in "Single Date".
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Select the month and date for the report.
Click on the "OK" button.
The report will display as follows.



To print the report, click on the "Print" button.

View and Print Claims Not Sent to Insurance by Date Range


Click on "Date Range".






In the left calendar, select the month and date for the beginning date.
In the right calendar, select the month and date for the ending date.
Click on the "OK" button.
The report will display as follows.
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To print the report, click on the "Print" button.

Production and Income Report
View and Print Production and Income Report





In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports".
The Report Dialog will open.
Under "Production and Income", select the desired date period Today, Yesterday, This
Month, Last Month, This Year or More Options. If you click on More Options following
dialog appears.







In the upper left, select a report type.
In the lower left, select a provider, or click on ALL for all providers.
To the right you may also select a date range
When all the parameters have been selected, click on the OK button.
A preview of the report will display.
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To print the report, click on the "Print" button.

Patients - Raw
The "Patients - Raw" module gives you access to every field in the patient table and writes
the SQL query for you, thereby eliminating the need to know how to write SQL queries,
allowing you to create very complex queries. The dialog has two tabs. The first tab is to create
the SELECT portion of the query. You select which columns you want to see from the list
provided. The second tab is for the WHERE portion of the query.
The WHERE restricts which rows are returned so that you end up with a shorter list based on
the criteria you specify. The choices available do not exactly match the names of the columns.
For instance, instead of simply including birth date, we have also included an option for Age.
Options like Primary Carrier let you choose items that are not even in the patient table, but
must be joined with data from another table. The end result is that you get a very powerful
search tool, which you can tailor to your needs.




In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports" – “Standard”.
The Reports dialog will open.
Click on "Patients", the following dialog will open.
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Hold the "Ctrl" key down and click on the items that you want to be displayed in the
report, for example, let’s say you want all patients under the age of 18 with first name,
last name, address, home phone number and birth date. In this scenario, from the
"Select" list, you would select "LName", "FName", "Birthdate", "Address", "City",
"State", "Zip", and "HmPhone".
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In the lower section of the "Patient Report" dialog, you will see that the SQL query was
written for you. If we were to run this query as is, it would return a report containing
all patients that meets these criteria. However, in our example we want all patients
under the age of 18 that meets these criteria. To achieve this, we must use the
"Where" dialog to place a filter on the query that will only return the patients that are
under the age of 18.
Click on the "Where" Tab.
The following dialog will open.








In the upper left from within the "Where" field, click on the down arrow button.
Click on "Age".
In the next field to the right, click on the "<" (less than symbol)
In the next field to the right, type, 18.
Click on the "Add" button.
You will now see that the filter for the SQL query has been written for you.
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To run the query, click on the "OK" button.
The query results will display as follows, displaying all patients under the age of 18.





To print the query results in report form, click on the "Print" Button.
To save the query so it can be ran at another time without having to recreate it again,
click on the "Add to Favorites" button.
The following dialog will open.




In the "Title" field, enter a name for the query.
Click on the "OK" button.
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Insurance Pay Plans Past Due
The Insurance Payment Plans Past Due Report lists patients with Insurance Payment
Plans that have balances overdue by at least 30 days. Insurance payment plan past due
amounts do not show in the patient's payment plans grid.




In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports" – “Standard”.
In the Monthly section, click Ins Pay Plans Past Due.
Following dialogue will open.




Patients with insurance plans past due will list.
Days past due: Filter report by number of days the insurance payment plan is past
due. 30 days is the default. Enter any number above 30 to further refine the search
results.
Provs: Select providers to include, or select All providers.
Clinics: Select the clinics to include in the report, or select All clinics.
Click Print to print the report grid, or Export to save it as a .txt file.





Presented Treatment Plan Production Report
This report totals the production from completed procedures that are attached to
saved Treatment Plans. It can produce a detailed report by procedure or total production
amounts by treatment plan user.




In the main menu, click “Reports” – “Standard”.
In the Monthly section, click Presented TreatPlan Production.
The following dialogue will open.
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Select the date range for the report. Only production for procedures set complete
within the date range will be included.
Report Type: Detailed: Show production by procedure. Total: Show total production
for each user or presenter.
Order Presented: Production for procedures on multiple treatment plans will only
be counted once. First Presented: Attribute production to the user or presenter on
the treatment plan saved first. Last Presented: Attribute production to the user or
presenter on the treatment plan saved last.
User Displayed: Presenter: The presenter associated with the treatment plan. Entry
User: The user entry associated with the treatment plan.
Users: Select the users (or presenters) to include. Check All to include everyone, or
uncheck All and select individual users.
Clinics: Select the clinics to include. Check All to include all clinics, or uncheck All
and select individual clinics.
Click OK
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Insurance Companies List
You can view and print Insurance company List by individual carrier or by all carriers.
View All Carriers





In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Lists".
The drop-down menu will open.
Click on “Insurance Carriers”.
Click on the "OK" button.

Procedure Codes List
You can view and print list of procedure codes by fee schedule.
View and Print Procedure Codes by Fee Schedule




In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports".
The Reports dialog will open.
Click on "Procedure Codes", the following dialog will open.
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Select the fee schedule.
Click on "Categories”.
Click on the "OK" button.
The procedure report will be displayed.
To view each page, click on the right or left arrow button.
To print the list, click on the "Print" button.

Procedure Locking
This option is not used by most offices because completed Procedure Notes are already
automatically locked.
Procedure locking is for the few offices that insist on locking each completed procedure and
only allowing notes to be appended. If you use this option, there is no way to unlock a
procedure, regardless of Permissions.
In the case of mistakes, you can mark locked procedures as invalid, but it's a hassle and
causes clutter. This option can be turned off later, but locked procedures remain permanently
locked.


To change the lock setting, go to Module Setup, click on Chart and check if Procedure
Locking is allowed.

Appending Notes
Appending a note adds an additional note to the original procedure note.


Click Append
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Enter the new note in the Appended Note text area or add an Auto Note. Appended notes
are dated and appear in the Progress Notes below the procedure.

Invalidating
If you make a mistake and need to change a locked procedure, the only allowed method is to
invalidate it on the Procedure Info window. It will still appear in the Progress Notes, though
-invalid- will appear in the Description.

Procedure Locking Tool
To lock procedures for a specific date range at one time, use the Procedure Lock Tool. This
tool is only visible in the menu when procedure locking is allowed. If you just turned on the
procedure locking option in Module Setup, then you will need to restart Open Dental to see
the menu option for Procedure Lock Tool.


In the Main Menu, click Tools, Misc Tools, and Procedure Locking.



Enter the date range and click OK.
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Prescriptions List
You can view and print a list of prescriptions by Patient or by the Drug.
View and Print Prescription by Patient




In the upper left of the Practice-Web Dental screen, click on "Reports".
A drop-down menu will open.
Click on "Prescriptions", the following dialog will open.






Enter the patient's last name.
Leave the bullet in "Patient".
Click on the "OK" button.
The list will open as follows.



To print the list, click on the "Print" button.

View and Print Prescription by Drug



Enter the name of the drug.
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Click on "Drug".
Click on the "OK" button.
The list will open as follows.



To print the list, click on the "Print" button.

Program Bridges and Interfaces
The following list is the current third party programs that ether bridges or interfaces with
Practice-Web Dental software. These third party programs can be enabled in Program Links
under Setup. A bridge to Florida Probe is available for use with Perio chart.



































Apixia Digital Imaging by Apixia Inc.
Apteryx from www.apteryxware.com
AudaxCeph from www.audaxceph.com
BioPAK from www.bioresearchinc.com
CallFire from www.callfire.com
Camsight from www.camsight.com
CaptureLink from www.henryschein.ca
CDMX from www.camsight.com
Cliniview
Cerec from Sirona
ClaimX from Tesia
ClioSoft from www.sotaimaging.com
DBSWin from www.duerruk.com
DemandForce from www.demandforce.com
DentalEye from www.dentaleye.com
DentalStudio from www.villasm.com
DentForms from www.medictalk.com
Digirex from www.digirex.com
Dexis from www.dexray.com
Digora from www.soredex.com
Dimaxis from Planmeca
Divvy from www.divvysystems.com
Dolphin from dolphinimaging.com
DXIS from www.dxis.com
Dr. Ceph from www.fyitek.com
Easy Notes Pro from www.easynotespro.com
eClinicalwords from www.eclinicalworks.com
EVA-ProImage from www.dent-x.com
EvaSoft from www.imageworkscorporation.com
EwooEZDent from www.ewoousa.com
Florida Probe from www.floridaprobe.com
Guru from guru.waziweb.com
HandyDentist from handycreate.com
HouseCalls from www.housecallsweb.com
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iCat from www.imagingsciences.com
ImageFX from www.scican.com
Insurance Answers Plus from www.iaplus.com
iRYS from www.cefladental.com
MediaDent from www.mediadentusa.com
MiPACS Imaging
Mountainside from www.mountainsidesoftware.com
NewCrop electronic Rx
Orion
OrthoPlex from Dentsply GAC
PandaPerio from www.pandaperio.com
Patterson Imaging from Patterson Dental Supply Inc.
Pay Connect from www.dentalxchange.com
PerioPal from www.periopal.com
Practice-Web Reports from practice-web.com
Progeny from www.progenydental.com
PromptCalls Appointment Reminders from practice-web.com
PT Dental from www.gopaperlessnow.com
QuickVision from www.owandy.com
RayMage from www.cefla.com
Schick from www.schicktech.com
Sirona Sidexis from www.sirona.com
Sopro by Acteon www.acteongroup.com
SpeedVision from www.lightyeardirect.com
TigerView from www.televere.com (use with SCANX)
Trojan from www.trojanonline.com
Trophy(enhanced) from www.trophy-imaging.com
Tscan from www.tekscan.com
UAppoint from www.uappoint.com
VisOra from www.visoraimaging.com
Vipersoft aka Clarity
VistaDent from www.gactechnocenter.com
VixWin(new) from www.gendexxray.com
X-charge from www.x-charge.com (credit card interface)
XDR from www.XDRradiology.com
XVWeb from www.apteryx.com/xvweb
Z-Image from www.visoraimaging.com

Cloud Forms
Cloud Forms (formerly Web Forms) is a monthly or yearly subscription-based service offered
by Practice-Web Dental. Cloud Forms allows the patient to fill out Patient Registration forms,
Medical History form and HIPAA forms etc. from the comfort of their home or anywhere else
the patient has access to the Internet. Once the patient fills out the forms from the dental
office's website on the Internet, these forms will be transmitted to your Practice-Web Dental
program in your office. After the forms have been received then Practice-Web Dental will
automatically create the account for the new patient.
The dental office must already have their own website in order to use Cloud Forms. The
dental office can customize existing forms as they like in the Practice-Web Dental program
and then these custom forms can be uploaded to secure web server maintained by PracticeWeb. Once the forms are uploaded to our web server from within the Practice-web program
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it will create a URL address that the dental office can provide to their Webmaster to create
buttons in the dental office's website linking the URL address for the patient to click on and
fill out forms. Once the data is imported by the dental office, no confidential information is
saved on Practice-Web server. Please call 1-800-845-9379 to set-up a Cloud Form Account.

Remote Support Connection
If the Dental office has an Internet connection then the built-in remote connect can create a
secure computer connection between our technical support computer and the dental office
computer. This will allow our tech support team to log onto the dental office computer and
allow our support specialist to provide the dental office with quality state-of-the-art technical
support.

Make a remote connection







Before attempting to make a remote connection, make sure that the computer is
logged onto the Internet and that you have a Practice-Web support tech on the
phone.
Please make sure you have Internet connection active.
Click on Help menu in Practice-Web and select online support 1, 2, 3 or 4.
Click on “Run”.
When remote connection opens, click on “Yes”. The support person will be able to
access your desktop and provide assistance.

Updating Practice-Web Software
If the Dental office has an Internet connection, then Practice-Web Dental can be updated to
the most current available version. If the dental office has paid current support, then these
updates are free to the dental office. Keeping Practice-Web dental current is the responsibility
of the end user (the dental office) who should check for updates once a month.
Download and Install Updates













Before checking for updates, call Practice-Web support at 1-800-845-9379.
You will be provided an update code and a password.
Make sure that Practice-Web Dental is not running on any workstations.
Make sure that the Server (main PC) is connected to the Internet.
On the Server while in Practice-Web Dental click on the Help menu.
Press F12 or click on Help menu, select “Update” and enter the update code.
Click on “Check for Updates”.
If you see a message “A new build of this version is available for download”, then click
on the “Download” button.
Once the download is completed, Practice-Web Dental will close and the downloaded
file will open, click on the “OK” button.
Before the installation, enter the password and click on the “OK” button.
Start the application on the server (main PC) only and complete the data conversion.
A one-time registration key will be required to start the software for the first time.
Start Practice-Web on the workstation and click ok to install with same password.

Backing Up the Practice-Web Dental Database
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Important Notice: It is extremely important that a daily backup of the Practice-Web
Dental database be performed and stored in a safe place offsite! This backup utility
will only back up the patient’s database. If you are scanning or importing documents
or images into the Image module, then the FreeDentalImages folder will also need
to be independently copied to a back-up device like external hard disk.
Daily backups of the Practice-Web Database can be stored to any drive on any computer
within the network. It is recommended that a USB removable Hard Drive, Memory Stick, flash
drive or USB Zip Drive be used to store the daily backup of the Practice-Web Database.
First Time Setup of the PW Backup Utility and backing up PW Database
Before any backups can be made, the default drive and folder must be set. This only needs
to be done one time.


In the lower left, click on the “Manage” button.




From within the Manage dialog, click on the “Backup” button.
The “Backup” dialog will open.



Click on the “Browse” button.
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Select the Drive and folder where the Practice-Web database will be stored and click
on the “OK” button.
Click on "Save Defaults” button.
The backup drive and folder is now set.

Back Up Practice-Web Database



While in the “Backup” dialog, click on the “Backup” button.
The backup will begin with progress bar dialog.

Note: The images from FreeDentalImages folder can be backed up with the patient
database however, it is recommended to backup separately. Please use an external hard drive
to back up the FreeDentalImages folder. It can be setup to backup automatically from
Windows scheduler.

WIKI
Each office can have their own internal wiki, similar to Wikipedia. The data is all stored in the
Practice-Web database, and images are stored in the AtoZ folder in the wiki subfolder. Wiki
pages are displayed in html in a browser control inside of Practice-Web. But pages are not
stored internally as html; they are only processed from wiki markup to html as they are
displayed. The user edits the wiki markup and has no direct control over the actual html that
results. The absence of a wysiwyg editor results in very consistent pages and fast
editing. The instant preview lets users see changes as they work.

Setup
A setup window lets users customize the html master page with the embedded style sheet.

Search
The search function looks at all content and catalogs results using a specific hierarchy. Results
are listed in this order:
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1. Pages that have matching keywords, listed alphabetically
2. Pages that have matching characters in the Page Name, listed alphabetically
3. Pages that have matching characters anywhere in the content, listed alphabetically

Wiki Lists
Wiki lists are stored as tables in the database. Wiki lists are searchable and reportable.

Create a List
In the Main Menu, click Tools, Wiki. Then click Lists in the top toolbar.

Lists are organized alphabetically by name. Double click on a list to edit or click Add to create
a new list.

Enter the name of the list and click OK. This name will be the identifiable name in the
database and will include no spaces or capital letters.
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When you first create a list, there will be a static column on the left named
tablenameNum. This is the primary key column and cannot be moved or renamed. It can
only change in width; any changes to heading will be ignored. If additional columns are
added, the items in the list will be sorted alphabetically by the second column contents.
To search the list, enter the criteria in the Search field. As you type, matching entries will
highlight yellow and the list will automatically scroll to the first match. Additional columns and
rows are added manually by you.

Add Item: Add a new row to the list/table. After adding an item to the list, it will be
highlighted and the list will scroll to the location of the new item. Double-click in a row to
add or edit content.

Single click in a cell to enter text, then click OK.

Delete Button: Delete the entire list, including all references to it
Generate Reports: Each wiki list represents a table in the database named using the
follow format: wikilist_listname. You can generate a report from a wiki list
using Queries. For syntax, see Using SQL. Example: "SELECT * FROM
wikilist_employeename"
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Version 15.1
The next version includes following new features.
Web Schedule: New eService allows patients to schedule recall appointments online. Sign
up is required and there is a monthly fee.
Reports: Daily Payment report can be sorted by insurance payment type. Improved
backend for many reports using the complex report system.
Statements: Customize statements using Sheets (must be enabled).
Clinics:
 New Clinic selection menu in the main menu.
 New Security, appointment view related enhancements.
Central Enterprise Management Tool: Run the annual Production and Income Report
from multiple databases at once.
Direct Messaging: Register public key certificates for Direct messaging.
Minor Changes:
New WebMail button in the toolbar.
Enter an original date estimate for a prosthesis on 5010 claims.
eRx button turns red when prescription information fails to update.
New tool to change secondary provider.
EmailSend and WebmailSend security permissions allow/block users from sending unsecure
email.
UserQueryAdmin security permission allows/block users from running SQL commands.
Assignment of Benefits (InsPlanChangeAssign) security permission.
Primary and secondary insurance carrier automatically updated when appointments created
or insurance plan is dropped or added.
New filter for the confirmation list only shows appointments scheduled more than two
months from the list start date.
Prioritize tasks in a task list.
Added bridge to SMARTDent.
Panoramic Corp Bridge.
Bridge to Office documents.
Reorder Appointment Types.
Web Form interface enhancements.

Version 14.3
Electronic EOBs (ERAs): Simplified and semi-automated entry of insurance payment
amounts by claim.
Quick Procedure Buttons: Customize labels, procedures, and surfaces.
Appointments: Customize the information that shows when you hover over an
appointment in the schedule. Control appointment color by appointment type.
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Database Maintenance: Choose which fixes to run and access detailed information. New
database check to find procedures with multiple claim procedures for same insurance plan,
and new tool to clear out old etrans message entries.
Setup menu: Menu items grouped by category.
Sheets: Create multi-page sheets.
Insurance payment plans: No longer requires deletion of charges.
Images module: Drag and drop files from a Windows folder into an Images folder.
HL7: New generic HL7 message definition that follows HL7 version 2.6 message structure
standards.
Dental Schools: Set up and complete student evaluations and run reports. Improved
setup of instructors and students, classes of students, courses
eClinicalWorks: New option to hide Rx and eRx buttons in the Chart module.
Minor Changes:
Audit trail entry is created when a user logs on or logs off.
Manage eServices (patient portal, and mobile synch) from one window.
Option to add a patient information area to Account module using Display Fields.
Add a percentage discount to procedures in a treatment plan.
Note box no longer shows on printed Treatment Plan when there is no note.
Preference to show only grand total on printed treatment plans.
New image category definition for printed patient treatment plans.
Enhanced overlap logic for appointments.
Planned appointments logic enhanced.
Group notes show after the last associated procedure.
Blank print button on Send Claims window prints default claim form.
Option to filter by payment type on the Daily Payments Report (e.g. EFT, Check).
Option to hide completed payment plans on the Payment Plan Report.
Ortho Chart security permission and audit trail.
Task quick paste notes must have a category type of 'Task' to use shortcut
Block task popups when delivered to inbox.
New preference to trigger a warning when selecting a non-patient in the Chart module.
When sending a secure web mail notification, an address other than the default e-mail
address can be used.
Added Bridge to Apteryx XVWeb.
Added Bridge to HandyDentist.
Added Bridge to VinWinBase36 to convert PatNum into base 36.
Added Bridge to AudaxCeph.
Added Bridge to PandaPerio.
Added Bridge to iRYS.
Added Bridge to visOra.
Added Bridge to Z-Image.
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